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ABSTRACT

The Augmented Reality technology allows the user to superimpose computer-generated objects with real ob-
jects of the environement by the usage of Head Mounted Displays. After a short overview of existing meth-
ods and technologies we describe potential benefits of this new technology. Furthermore several applica-
tions of applying the Augmented Reality technology for manual manufacturing tasks are presented.

1 Background

The increasing cost-pressure, the increasing complexity
as well as the rising quality-demands within the auto-
mobile-industry can lead to the introduction of new hu-
man-machine interfaces for production workers.
The expansion of the human perception triggered by
the usage of the Augmented Reality technology (AR) of-
fers a large potential to increase the capabilities of in-
dustrial production workers through the visualization of
supplementary information within the users field of
view [ALT 2001A]. For this purpose, so-called Head
Mounted Displays are used. These systems allow the
user to superimpose real objects with virtual objects. 
This supplementary information is, however, context
dependent, i.e. drawn from and fitted to the real object
being viewed, for example, a component [ARVIKA 2000]. 
First prototypes of this technology in the area of manu-
facturing in industrial applications are documented, but
no application is yet used on the shop floor on a daily ba-
sis [IAW 2000].
Several application fields of Augmented Reality technol-
ogies for manufacturing can be identified. Some of
them are:
• Assembly and Dismantling
• Information management
• Training and Inspection
• Commissioning
[ALT01C]. For the creation of effective Augmented Real-
ity applications in production-surroundings, a further im-
provement of existing Head Mounted Display systems
is crucial [ALT 2001A].
Essentials of Augmented Reality
Creating Augmented Reality surroundings, different en-
richment types of the user´s field of view can be distin-
guished. Typically is the reference between the virtual
objects viewed in the HMD and the objects of the real
surroundings. Virtual objects can be context-depen-
dent, i.e. derived from the viewed object.
Respecting their spatial orientation the virtual objects
can furthermore be described as being congruent with
the real objects. An congruent overlaid virtual object
matches, in all its dimensions and its orientation, the di-

mensions and orientation of the real object [ALT 2001A].
Especially the congruent superimposition demands
high precision tracking systems.
Head Mounted Displays for Augmented Reality applica-
tions can be classified based on the principle of image
creation. With Optical-See-Through systems, the virtual
object is usually shown by means of an image-combin-
er, which lies in the axis of sight of the user. Likewise
the combination of virtual and real object takes places in
the eye of the user and the human perception apparatus
associated with it.
With Video-See-Through systems the real surrounding
of the user is captured by a video-camera. The video-
stream is enriched with virtual objects and is then dis-
played through an occluding monitor positioned in front
of the users eyes. Likewise the combination of the real
object with the virtual object takes place, contrary to
Optical-See-Through systems, in the video-mixer.

2 Potential of AR-technologies for 
manufacturing

One key issue when introducing new manufacturing
technologies is the determination of incorporated ad-
vantages like cost-savings and quality improvements.
At Volkswagen AG in Wolfsburg several experiments
have been conducted to identify the potential of the
Augmented Reality technology for shop floor applica-
tions.
Aiming at comparing several information-medias for
workers by their effectiveness regarding production-
time and quality, a prototype application was devel-
oped. The application was based on a given production
process. By comparing the different ways of supplying
information, we identified a significant potential for ap-
plications of the Augmented Reality technology for pro-
duction [ALT 2001B]. 
Within continuing experiments this potential has also
been demonstrated for the task of commissioning pro-
duction parts manually.
Under the assumption that ergonomically improved,
user-centered Head Mounted Displays become avail-
able, additional potential for this technology is anticipat-
ed [ALT 2001B].
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3 AR-based information management 

The use of computer-based information management
systems within the manufacturing process often neces-
sitates high expenditures for the manual recording and
visualization of data. The examination of the applicability
of AR for the improvement of these Systems appears
therefore, especially before the background of an opti-
mized Human-Machine-Interface, promising.

Existing system can be extended through a variety of
AR-technology features. Some interesting features are:
• Mobile data gathering comprising an wearable PC

and HMD
• Context-dependent visualization of quality data
• Context-dependent visualization with an congruent

overlay of related data superimposed on the users
real environment (Congruent overlay of quality-
data) 

With a prototype application the different features and
abilities of future AR-based systems are demonstrated.
Several ways of improving the Human-Machine-Inter-
face through the use of Augmented Reality technology
are presented.
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Figure 1:  Congruent overlay of quality-data
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ABSTRACT

The applicability and acceptance of head mounted displays depend on many ergonomic and physiological as-
pects. To learn more about that correlation experimental studies with 18 test subjects and 4 systems for visu-
alization and interaction (3 of them are head mounted) were carried out. The setup was oriented by a typical
task in the assembly field in automobile industry. Physiological parameters like visual acuity or contrast recog-
nition were measured before and after a 30 minutes task. Also each individual perception was recorded by
questionnaire. First results of the evaluation will be presented.

1 Introduction

Head Mounted Displays (HMDs) can be useful in many
professional and non professional areas, e.g. in manu-
facturing or medicine as well as for movies and video
games (Melzer & Moffit, 1997; Velger, 1998). In com-
parison to the ear the eye is a much more sophisticated
sense organ. The design of the man-machine interface
has to consider much more ergonomic effects. People
wearing HMDs often report about eyestrain, headache,
nausea and other problems. Also social aspects has to
be taken into account. Most HMD systems available in
the market do not meet the demands on ergonomics
for longer wearing times.
One reason is that the exact requirements for designing
ergonomic Head Mounted Displays are not known. Re-
sults from investigations of computer monitors and
workstations (Krueger, 1991) can not be simply trans-
ferred because the systems are too different. Special in-
vestigations have to be done to learn more about this
topic.

2 Overview

Ergonomic aspects of Head Mounted Displays are di-
verse and depend from the type of the device. For ex-
ample monocular HMDs can lead to an unbalanced eye
stress whereas binocular systems involve other prob-
lems like coupling of accommodation and convergence.
Weight and weight distribution is an issue with all Head
Mounted Displays as well as insufficient means for ad-
justment. Most Head Mounted Displays are not suitable
for wearer of glasses especially with bifocal or progres-
sive lenses.

3 Experimental studies

Studies with 18 test subjects and 4 systems were car-
ried out. The probationers had to fulfill a task which sim-
ulates an assembly scenario in automobile industry.
Four working stations with car cockpits were equipped
with the different visualization devices. Three of the de-

vices were head mounted displays. The fourth system
was a hand held computer for comparison. The using
time of each system was 30 minutes. Physiological pa-
rameters like visual acuity or contrast recognition were
measured before and after an HMD based task. Also
the individual experiences were recorded and analyzed.

4 First Results

A first analysis of the collected physiological data indi-
cates that there seems to be no direct short-term effect
on the visual acuity or contrast recognition. But the
questionnaire evaluation shows that a majority of the
test subjects had an impairment of well-being. The dif-
ferent systems caused specific discomforts. Figure 1
shows the times until reported problems vanished. It
can be seen that a majority of the test subjects had
problems with the devices. Circa 15% of them felt an
impairment of well-being more than 15 minutes after
finishing the task. A more detailed analysis will be pre-
sented at the conference.

5 Conclusion

As a preliminary conclusion it can be said that the ergo-
nomics, optical quality and wearing comfort of the used
Head Mounted Displays don’t seem to be sufficient for

Figure 1: Time until disappearance of reported discom-
forts.

Time until disappearance of reported problems
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a long term use. The studies give a first impression of
the diverse problems regarding HMD ergonomics
which have to be solved in future.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new approach of hybrid tracking in the context of augmented reality. The recently de-
veloped 6-DOF hybrid tracking prototype combines both our visual marker-based tracking system and an In-
tersense IS-600 acousto-inertial tracking system. The flexible architecture of the system allows to easily inte-
grate other sensor types in the future. The paper proposes the sensor fusion and calibration concept and de-
scribes the main signal processing modules. An overview of the software architecture will be given and fi-
nally results will be presented.

1 Introduction

Tracking the user’s viewpoint is a main research chal-
lenge in Augmented Reality (AR) where virtual objects
are superimposed over live video images in order to pro-
vide the user with additional information about the sce-
nario. AR applications require a precise alignment be-
tween the real scene and the superimposed virtual ob-
jects. In addition, tracking has to be robust and occur at
a high update rate whereas both jitter and latency are
desired to be as small as possible. AR places high de-
mands on the tracking technology being used. At the
same time, the conditions for high-quality tracking are
often difficult in AR. The light conditions required for op-
tical tracking are often far from being perfect, metallic
objects interfere with electro-magnetic tracking sys-
tems, the available computational power is often quite
limited as are both the permissible number and size of
the tracking sensors. There is a variety of different track-
ing technologies available that can be deployed for AR,
including optical, electro-magnetic, inertial and acoustic
solutions. Used as stand-alone systems however, none
of them can satisfactorily fulfil the high demands placed
on them by AR.
The basic concept of hybrid tracking is to combine mul-
tiple tracking technologies in order to compensate for
their individual weaknesses and therefore to provide ac-
curate, reliable, continuous high-quality tracking at high
update rates under optimized latency. The proposed
prototype combines our vision-based tracking system
(VBT) and an Intersense IS-600 Mark2 acousto-inertial
system. The VBT uses markers that are attached to the
scene and provides very accurate 6-DOF tracking at
about 5 Hz in our prototype. VBT tracking fails however,
when the markers are out of the field of view of the
camera or at a large angle to the camera. It also fails un-
der poor light conditions. The IS-600 provides 6-DOF
tracking at about 70 Hz in our system but needs to be
recalibrated due to drift effects.

2 Functionality

2.1 Hybrid concept and sensor calibration

In our hybrid approach, a USB camera is attached to the
Intersense station. Thus, either tracking system can be

used to determine both the position and orientation of
the camera relative to the scene once calibration has
been performed. The following figure depicts the rela-
tions between the relevant coordinate systems.

The VBT tracking system determines the matrix MCS
that describes the transformation from the camera into
the scene coordinate system. The matrix MIX returned
by the IS-600 system reflects the transformation from
the coordinate system of the Intersense station into the
Intersense X-Bar coordinate system. The X-Bars are
mounted on the ceiling and contain ultrasonic receivers
that receive the signals emitted from the Intersense
station. Our Intersense station contains two ultrasonic
emitters and one inertia cube. In a pre-calibration step,
the Intersense station is aligned with the scene coordi-
nate system in order to determine the static transfor-
mation MXS between the X-Bar coordinate system and
the scene. The transformation MCI is of static nature,
too, since the camera is attached to the Intersense sta-
tion. However, rather than determining MCI in an offline

Figure 1:  Coordinate systems
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calibration step, this matrix is continuously being updat-
ed during runtime in order to compensate for drift. Final-
ly, MCS can be obtained during runtime either directly
from the VBT system or indirectly through the In-
tersense output as follows:

2.2 Sensor fusion

The process of hybridization is based on multiple
threads as depicted in figure 4. A synchronization mod-
ule has been designed to ensure proper thread synchro-
nization. There are two threads for data polling, one for
the VBT running at a lower update rate and one for the
Intersense tracker at a higher rate, respectively. The fu-

sion thread is synchronized at a fixed sample rate and
either merges the sensor input or extrapolates past
data in case no new input has arrived. The extrapolation
allows for higher sample rates and bases on a linear pre-
dictor (section 2.4.). The VBT data is given higher priori-
ty over the data from the Intersense system in the
merging process since it is expected to be more accu-
rate. In addition to data merging and extrapolation, the
main fusion thread performs the online calibration of
the Intersense tracker relative to the camera by deter-
mining MCI. After the new data has been computed, a
linear predictor predicts a fixed number of future track-
ing samples. The final output matrices are computed in
the update thread. Based on the synchronization mod-
ule, it determines the number of prediction steps and
uses the previously computed predictor output to com-
pute the final tracking output.

2.3 Outlier filtering

Detecting and eliminating outliers in the tracking signal
is essential for achieving high-quality tracking. There-
fore, a separate outlier filtering module has been de-
signed for this purpose. Figure 2 depicts both the outlier
detection and cancellation process.

First, a new distance value d is computed between the
new and the previous tracking input. The previous track-
ing input is being held in the internal history buffer of the
filter module for this purpose. The sequence of distance
values d is passed through a first-order IIR filter to elim-
inate the low-frequency components that rather relate
to the true motion. The resulting output is compared
against an adaptive threshold. In case the threshold is
exceeded, an interpolation filter is enabled, otherwise it
will be disabled. The threshold held in the internal histo-
ry buffer is updated according to the current filtered dis-
tance. This process accounts for the varying motion
characteristics and thus minimizes false detection of
outliers.

2.4 Motion prediction

A linear predictor has been implemented to compen-
sate for the tracking delay. The resulting delay is caused
by both data transmission and computation time and
can have a very negative influence on the quality of the
AR application if it remains uncompensated. However,
since the noise caused by the predictor decreases the
data quality in static tracking situations, a motion esti-
mator has been designed to control the predictor.

The motion estimator extracts the current motion char-
acteristics from the current and past tracking data, com-
pares them against the characteristics held in an inter-
nal buffer and updates this buffer accordingly. The re-
sult of this comparison is used to control the predictor,
i.e. to disable it in a static situation. The predictor com-
putes future tracking data from current and past track-
ing data. In this process, the synchronization module
controls the number of prediction steps that depends
on timing relations between the individual threads. Be-
sides compensating for lag, the predictor serves to ex-
trapolate the signal in absence of data input from the
tracking systems which increases the sample rate.

3 System architecture

The hybrid tracking system was designed as part of our
IDEAL (Interaction DEvice Abstraction Layer) frame-
work. IDEAL has been designed to simplify the integra-
tion of multi-dimensional interaction devices into VR/
AR applications, like spacemice, datagloves and track-Figure 2:  Outlier filtering

MCS MCI MIX MXS⋅ ⋅=

Figure 3:  Motion Estimator
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ing systems for example. The abstraction is performed
by assigning logical devices to physical hardware devic-
es. This concept allows to easily exchange hardware
devices without enforcing to modify the application.
IDEAL is structured into two different layers, i.e. a de-
vice layer and a server layer. The low-level device class-
es provide unique interfaces to access the hardware.
These interfaces can directly be integrated into the ap-
plication. The server classes allow the application to ac-
cess device data over the network. In the latter case,
the IDEAL demon is responsible for starting and shut-
ting down the server and for establishing the communi-
cation between the application and the server. Multiple
threads are inherent in every IDEAL server. Besides
one thread that updates the low level device and one
demon handler thread, there is one additional thread
per client. The following figure depicts this structure for
two clients.

The hybridization is realized in the low-level classes in
our system where both the VBT and the Intersense de-
vice have been integrated. This layer provides additional
threads for data polling and sensor fusion, as described
in section 2.2. A major advantage of this architecture is
that the hybrid tracking functionality is not only available
through a client-server model but also locally without
any networking overhead.

4 Results and future work

The proposed hybrid tracking system provides precise
and robust 6-DOF tracking data at a synchronized out-

put rate of 80 Hz on a standard PC. A demo application
has been implemented based on our OpenSG libraries
that loads a VRML object from a file and superimposes
it over the live video stream of the scene. Various tests
have shown that the Intersense tracker needs to be fre-
quently recalibrated in order to avoid misalignment due
to drift effects. A linear predictor has proven to be well
suited for motion prediction. However, its output noise
is noticeable at fixed sensor positions. An adaptive mo-
tion estimator has therefore been designed to control
the predictor and has proven to be very efficient. The lin-
ear predictor is also being used for signal extrapolation
in order to increase the output rate. Since the system
was designed as a component of our IDEAL frame-
work, it can easily be integrated into AR/VR applications
either locally as a low-level device or as a server that can
be accessed over the network.

The modular design facilitates both the extension of the
signal processing functionality and the integration of
new sensor types which will be in the focus of future
research. A further challenge would be in adjusting the
VBT to the specific characteristics of the hybrid system.
The results of further tests and evaluation will build the
basis for future developments.
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ABSTRACT

Augmented Reality uses Head Mounted Displays (HMD) to overlay the real word with additional virtual infor-
mation. Virtual Retinal Displays (VRD), a new display technology, no longer need Liquid Crystal Displays
(LCD). The VRD technology addresses the retina directly with a single laser stream of pixels. Empirical stud-
ies concerning the user’s informational strain of this new VRD technology are unknown. Various papers have
shown, that the Heart Rate Variability (HRV) is a valid indicator for the user’s informational strain. An empirical
test revealed no difference in the user’s HRV between the VRD technology and the LCD technology. Conse-
quently, there seems to be an comparable users informational strain regarding the display types.

1 Introduction 

In Augmented Reality (AR) the real world is superim-
posed with additional virtual information. Thus, e.g. re-
pair instructions for a machine tool or important installa-
tion advices can be directly superimposed in the work-
ers field of view (Luczak et al., 2000). To realize this en-
richment technically, Head Mounted Displays (HMD)
are necessary. Nowadays, the most common technol-
ogy is the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) technology. Us-
ing a LCD an additional half silvered mirror is needed to
see both the real world and the virtual information. The
disadvantage of this method is the reduction of illumi-
nance of the real world for the human eye (like looking
through sunglasses).

Another new display technology are Virtual Retinal Dis-
plays (VRD), which project the objects with a single la-
ser stream of pixels directly onto the retina. This results
in a very clear and sharp projection of different informa-
tion. Furthermore, a high light transmission of the real
worlds pictures can be ensured (Microvision 2000).
First investigations on VRD displays show a quicker
identification of virtual information, especially of graphi-
cal symbols (Oehme, 2001). Empirical studies concern-
ing the user’s informational strain with this new VRD
technology are still unknown. However, such studies
are urgently necessary to ensure a permission for using
VRD technology in an industrial environment because
of health and security reasons for the working person-
nel.

2 Methodology

2.1 The independent variable “Display”

In a counterbalanced treatment order, four different dis-
play types were tested. The first display was the Retinal
Scanning Display, a monocular prototype of a Virtual
Retinal Display (VRD) from Microvision Inc. which can
be used either on the right or on the left eye. It has a ver-
tical field of view (FOVV) of 21.37 degrees. The super-
imposed information appears in monochrome red
(l = 635 nm). 

The three other displays were LC-HMD. The Clip On
Display from Microoptical Inc. was also a prototype. It
is a monocular display with FOVV =11.62 degrees. The
prototype is only usable on the left eye. The Glasstron
from Sony was the third display (FOVV = 15.48 de-
grees, binocular) and the forth display used was the bin-
ocular i-glasses ProTech from i-O Display Systems
(FOVV = 17.24 degrees).

The displayed information was monochrome red in or-
der to avoid controlling the color perception. All displays
had a screen resolution of 640 x 480 pixels and an im-
age frequency of 60 Hz.

2.2 The dependent variables ARQ and ARQN

There are various methods to measure the user’s infor-
mational strain. Due to a relatively easy applicability
subjective measurement methods are often used, e.g.
NASA TLX- Task Load Index (Hart & Staveland, 1988) or
rating scales like the category-division technique from
Heller (Heller, 1981). But, subjective methods can be
influenced by the user’s prejudice against such high
tech equipment (Wierwille & Eggemeier, 1993). Com-
pared to a regular product, attitudes towards prototypes
can be that they are neither user-friendly nor do they
have the same optical and haptic characteristics like a
regular product. Statements such as “I will never wear
such a monster in my work” can lead to influenced re-
sults and rejection of a technically excellent technology.
Another disadvantage of subjective measurement
methods are the large inter-individual differences
among the user’s judgements which sometimes
makes a clear interpretation of the data impossible.
(Pfendler & Schweingruber, 2000). 

To measure the user’s informational strain there are
also various psychophysiological indicators, such as the
heart rate (HF) or the heart rate variability (HRV). Mea-
suring these indicators requires a great deal of equip-
ment, specialized knowledge and a large-scale evalua-
tion. Normally, this effort only pays for research studies
(Baggen & Hemmerling, 2000). Due to the fact that
ARVIKA is a research project we decided to use the
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HRV. Furthermore, a comparison between prototypical
and regular displays is necessary. By investigating liter-
ature one can see that there exist various different def-
initions for HRV. For this study the ARQ (arrhythmia
quotient) as described and evaluated in Laurig & Philipp
(1970) and Laurig et al. (1971) was used:

A higher arrhythmia is resulting in a higher ARQ value
and can be interpreted (by constant low energetic effec-
toric load) as a smaller informational strain (Luczak,
1975).

Because of a usually very large deviation of the ARQ val-
ues among the subjects, the normalized ARQ (ARQN)
was additionally calculated for a better comparability: 

In this case, a normalization relating to a resting value
was not practicable. First, because mental resting con-
ditions are not to control (Luczak, 1975) and second, be-
cause the subjects only had a limited amount of time
available from their daily working time.

2.3 Participants

25 participants were recruited from the ARVIKA project
partner Siemens AG - department for Automation and
Drives (A&D). All participants were service technicians
or service engineers and aged between 21 and 50 years
with a mean of 36.9 years (SD = 8.3 years). In earlier
tests it was found out that subjective measures of vi-
sion problems and tiredness differed significantly be-
tween male and female subjects. Because of an almost
exclusively male target group of an AR system in the
service area it was decided to investigate male subjects
only. Participation was voluntary and the subjects were
allowed to finish the experiment at any time.

2.4 Procedure

Before beginning the experiment, the test persons
sight was tested (farsightedness, shortsightedness,
stereoscopic sightedness) and the dominant eye was
determined. After they had been introduced to the
technical features, all participants gave their consent to
have their heart rate measured during the test. 

The participants had to work on four different tasks with
all displays which were selected from tasks defined in
the requirements phase of the ARVIKA project (the par-
ticipants had to find the displayed virtual information –
forms, letters and graphical symbols – on a printed pa-
per in the real world; they had to confirm whether the
paper contained the displayed information or not). Dur-
ing the whole time of the experiment the subjects
wore a portable computer (Xybernaut MA IV) around
their hips fixed on a belt. To interact – to confirm or to

negate – the participants had to push the left or the right
mouse button on the Xybernaut.

After each display the participants had a little break be-
fore solving the tasks with the next display. The display
sequence was counterbalanced among the test per-
sons.

The heart rate (HFi) was measured with a mobile digital
electrocardiogram monitor (BHL-6000 of the Med-Nat-
ic Company) with the ability to set marks on character-
istic moments. These marks were used to differentiate
between each time period during the data preparation.

The experiment was executed in a darkened room with
lightning from a non-flickering lamp with constant illu-
mination. The subjects were seated on a chair (low en-
ergetic effectoric load) in a fixed position in front of a
black background.

3 Results

Both the ARQ and the ARQN show significant differ-
ences between the mean value of all working time pe-
riods and the mean value of all break periods (p < 0.01).

But, the Tukey-HSD Post-Hoc-Test showed that there
are no significant differences between the four working
time periods (p > 0.05); there are only significant differ-
ences between the working periods and break periods
(p > 0.05). Figure 1 shows smaller ARQN values during
the working periods than during the breaks and it can be
interpreted as a higher informational strain in the work-
ing periods than in the break periods (expected as natu-
ral). So, the ARQ and ARQN appears to be a valid indica-
tor in our experimental design (manipulation check).

The ANOVA shows no significant differences of ARQ or
ARQN between the different displays (FARQ(3,96)=0.206;
FARQN(3,96)=0.898; pARQ, ARQN>>0.05). The ARQN val-
ues are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1:  ARQN & 95% confidential interval depen-
dent on time period (work, break)
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Furthermore, the ARQ and ARQN mean values of the
four displays are shown in Table 1. Differences of less
than five percent concerning the ARQN mean values
between the VRD/RSD Prototype and both the Mi-
crooptical Clip On and the Sony Glasstron can be ob-
served.

Table 1:  ARQ and ARQN mean values dependent on
display type

4 Conclusion

In literature the HRV is described as a valid indicator for
the informational strain (in our case the ARQN). Also in
the case of our experimental design the ARQ/ARQN is
capable to distinguish the working periods and the
breaks, but it was not capable to verify a significant dif-
ference between the displays. Concerning the informa-
tional strain it can be said, that it seems that the VRD/
RSD prototype has comparable qualities like the HMD.
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ABSTRACT

Mobile information systems offer the possibility to access information at the point of care and to assist the
physician’s work with technologies like virtual (VR) or augmented reality (AR). Mobile systems - as for exam-
ple wearable computers - usually use small display units, such as head mounted displays (HMD) or flat panel
displays (FPD) respectively. In this paper we present possible applications of AR and wearable computers in
the domain of computer based patient records. We found that mobile systems – i.e. wearable computers –
solve many of the problems in the domain of computer based patient records, but available technology does
not meet human factors.

1 Introduction

In contrast to the concept of virtual reality (VR), the so
called augmented reality (AR) is based on real environ-
ment, which is then enhanced by virtual elements. AR
is therefore suitable in applications, where the handling
of real world objects needs additional contribution of
context based information.

An example for such an application is the maintenance
of complex technical systems, which is almost impossi-
ble without comprehensive documentation (descrip-
tions, plans, schemas, etc.). AR technique can be used
to assist maintenance staff to quickly retrieve required
information by context, without the need of carrying
around piles of paper.

We investigated human factor issues in an application
of AR in healthcare, in which mobile information sys-
tems are used. The application can be used by the phy-
sician at the point of care in order to retrieve immediate-
ly the medical patient record.

In this paper we will give an overview on the project by
first introducing medical patient records. Then we de-
scribe ideas for the use of AR in the domain of patient
records. Finally we report an evaluation of commercial
available devices in terms of human factors.

2 Medical patient records

Physicians use the so called medical patient record as
the principal repository of information. This repository
contains a huge amount of complex information, like an-
amnesis or laboratory reports, X-rays, temperature
curves, and so on. Healthcare professionals need this
information at different points of care, for example at
the patient’s bedside on their daily round or in the treat-
ment room. With the advent of computer technology in
healthcare, hospitals started to migrate their paper
based to computer based patient records (CPR). The

majority of today’s CPR systems are stationary, which
means that a physician uses a fix terminal to access
CPR information. This is one of the reasons, why these
systems did not yield the expected efficiency improve-
ment but are still lacking common acceptance by medi-
cal staff. Another important reason was recognized in
the fact, that present implementations are an almost
identical copy of the paper based process (i.e. even the
forms look the same) and therefore miss much of the
benefits inherent to computer technology. Data entry
into computer based forms is further impeded because
many advantages of paper based forms are missing
(e.g. marginal notes, sketches, etc.). Due to the station-
ary nature of present systems, we also observed a re-
dundancy in paper based and electronic information
(e.g. physicians prepare a résumé for their daily round,
because they cannot know everything by heart. To ac-
cess detailed information, they still use a fix terminal).

3 Mobile healthcare information 
systems

Ubiquitous availability of electronic information is a cru-
cial prerequisite to improve efficiency. The mobility of
laptops still is limited: to use the computer in an efficient
manner, you have to become stationary again. Wear-
able computers can be used to overcome this handicap.

Wearables use HMDs or wrist-worn flat panel displays
(FPD), where the HMDs can have see-through or non-
see-through functionality. The see-through function en-
ables a simultaneous view of real environmental and ar-
tificial information presented in the HMD display. In that
way, environment can be enriched by the contribution
of virtual elements. With non-see-through displays, the
environmental visual information is first captured by vid-
eo and then displayed together with the virtual informa-
tion on the HMD or FPD respectively.
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Wearable technology is quite new to most physicians.
To investigate the acceptance of the new technology,
we evaluated three commercially avail-able display units
for wearable computers: two see-through (a monocular
and a binocular) and a monocular non-see-through
HMD. The aims of the study were: 1. To find out,
whether the devices are acceptable for the use at the
point of care and 2. Which factors are most important to
the user. 
The usability evaluation was carried out by interviewing
physicians and observing them whilst they used the dis-
plays. A total of eight physicians, who work in a public
general hospital of medium size, participated. Two of
the participants work as an assistant medical director.
All of the interviewed physicians would like to use wear-
able computers, as they could access data immediately
at the point of care (independently of time or location).
The evaluation also showed, that the three devices do
not meet human factors in almost every aspect.

4 AR applications in the field of CPR

AR systems enhance the real world information by arti-
ficial information, whereas the context determines
which information is displayed. There are two possibili-
ties to implement AR enhancement technology: The
congruent and the non-congruent superposition.

Congruent AR applications in the field of CPR are for ex-
ample X-ray images (van Bemmel et. al., 1997), where

the patient’s arm-fracture can be superimposed to his
or her arm. One of the most challenging task in such
systems is to track properly, i.e., in that way, that the su-
perimposed image and the real world object remain
congruent in real time when the physician changes his
viewpoint. 
Non-congruent applications can be used to assist the
physician with CPR information like laboratory results,
drug information or temperature curves. These applica-
tions are equally useful, but the non – congruent tech-
nique is easier to implement.
We propose to use barcodes or transponders for track-
ing information to the environment context. Patients,
blood tests or drugs could be tagged and then detected
and identified by a barcode scanner or transponder re-
ceiver, which is connected to a wearable computer.
Barcodes are much cheaper than transponder tags and
already quite ubiquitous in healthcare applications (al-
though not for the described purpose).

5 Human Factors

For mobile information systems in health care it is espe-
cially important to meet human factors. If they are ne-
glected, the physicians will be reluctant to use the new
technology, no matter how sophisticated it is.

5.1 Problems with accommodation 

HMDs have a fixed virtual viewing distance. If this dis-
tance does not match with the real object’s distance,
the user’s eye cannot accommodate properly. This
problem could be solved for example by using a display,
in which the image is formed by projecting the light of a
laser through the nodal point of the observer’s eye
(Menozzi, 2001).

5.2 Performance of navigation

We wanted to know, if there was a penalty in using the
trackpoint (isometric joystick) of a wearable computer
(MA IV from Xybernaut with HMD). We therefore devel-
oped a dedicated application based on Fitts’ law, which
allowed us to determine the mean time to hit a target
using the trackpoint. Five test subjects had to perform
the same exercises and their performance was record-
ed by our application. The experiment showed, that the
performance using the wearable is almost halved com-
pared with a desktop configuration, i.e., the user needs
about twice as much time, to hit the target (paper in
preparation).

5.3 Usability of display units

We evaluated three commercially available wearable
display units with eight test subjects (see above). The
units had a resolution of 640x480 pixels which turned
out to be much to low for most applications. The study
shows, that the evaluated display units do not yet meet
human factors requirements in the field of mobile CPR.
The physician believes that the two HMDs from Xyber-
naut and Sony could put off the patient. Above all, the
Sony HMD disturbes the eye contact to the patient
(where the eye contact was judged to be important dur-

Figure 1: Physician wearing Xybernaut MA IV

Figure 2: ClipOn display
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ing treatment). It was quite difficult for the physicians to
adjust the HMDs properly in front of the eye. 
The results allow to formulate some principle ergonom-
ical design requirements for HMDs regarding the con-
sidered field of use. First of all, the HMD should be un-
obtrusive and small, so that they do not disturb the so-
cial communication between patient and physician. In
the same time, the devices should be easy to fix in that
way, that they keep stable even when the user moves
around. The fixing mechanism should be comfortable,
i.e., it should not be too tight or make the user sweat. 
Other results of this study, concerning human factors
like strain to the eye or tenseness caused by the devic-
es weight, show, that the use of the evaluated devices
could cause health problems to the user. This effects
should be investigated more deeply. Some basic re-
search in this field has already be done (Menozzi, 2000,
Velger, 1998).

Table 1: Features of the evaluated display units

5.4 Finger mounted barcode scanners

Since we propose to use finger mounted barcode scan-
ners for AR tracking, we measured the strength of fin-
gers. Physiological investigation have shown (Jorgens-
en et. al., 1988) that muscle fatigue may be elicited by
one hour sustained isometric contraction at 5-10% max-
imum voluntary contraction (MVC). Long lasting con-

tractions below 10-15% MVC develop muscle fatigue
and therefore cannot be sustained indefinitely. Static ef-
forts less than 8% MVC appear to need little recovery
time, where some researchers place the no fatiguing ef-
fort at 2% MVC (Salvendy, 1997). We measured maxi-
mal strength of two fingers (fore- and middle-finger) of
female and male persons (10 participants). The results

show, that for female persons, 2-10% MVC equals to
33-165g weight.

5.5 User Interfaces

Computer-based patient records offer the possibility to
present the medical information in a flexible and en-
hanced way, such that it assists the physician‘s cogni-
tive skills. But due to the fact that wearable computers
have smaller displays and input devices are harder to
handle, it is not possible to just migrate available CPR
software from desktop to wearable computers. The lay-
out of medical tables for example, is of great impor-
tance and cognitive performance is decreased by pre-
senting only a small part of it on screen (Nygren, 1992).
The user interfaces of current applications therefore
needs complete redesign. We even see the need of a
paradigm shift in GUI technology towards semantics
based presentation and navigation concepts, reducing
the number of necessary interaction steps.

6 Discussion

Wearable computers seem to be very well suited to
solve many problems of computer based patient
records. But neither the available hardware (specially
the display units) nor the software currently meet hu-
man factors. Further research is needed, above all in the
field of GUI presentation and navigation.
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Display Image Size Weight Size Type

Xybernaut 15” seen 
from 0.6m

470 g ~ 20 x 20 x 
15 cm

monocular
see-
through

Sony PLM 
S700E

30“ seen 
from 1.2 m

120 g 15.2x 4.8x 
8.7 cm 

binocular, 
see-
through 

ClipOn-Dis-
play

~ 15“ seen 
from 0.6 m

45 g 2x1x1.5 cm monocular
non-see-
through

Figure 3: Experimental setup
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ABSTRACT

Augmented Reality (AR) applications have a large application area, not only in laboratories but also in industry.
The question if the application makes sense is not always asked. This paper analyzes four AR applications
concerning the potentials in product quality and in cost reduction.

1 Introduction 

Augmented Reality (AR) has a large application area.
But is it possible to achieve a significant cost reduction
and an added value through AR? Can a large enterprise
improve in quality via this new technology? This paper
gives actual answers to these questions by showing lat-
est AR activities inside a car manufacturer. Four exam-
ples from the design to the repair stage will show how
costs, added value and quality can be influenced by AR.

2 Effectiveness of AR

A possibility to measure effectiveness of IT-technolo-
gies is an extended cost effect analysis (Depolt et al.,
1998). The criteria for this analysis can be derived from
optimization objectives of process-oriented organiza-
tions (Eversheim, 1995). They are subdivided into cost/
time and quality aspects. 
For a new technology like AR these aspects are not
easily quantifiable, because tools are still in a prototype
state. Nevertheless some aspects of an effectiveness
evaluation can be estimated. 
Neumann et al. (1999) developed an AR-Prototype for
aircraft inspection. They estimated the gain of produc-
tivity in the AR-supported scenarios up to 30%. Also
Wiedenmaier et al. (2002) have determined a gain of
productivity by comparing the time consumption an
AR-assembly scenario and paper manual assembly
scenario. This gain of productivity is effected by a reduc-
tion of assembly or inspection time.
In other scenarios especially with AR-remote expert
functionality travelling costs of service technicians may
be reduced. For traditional telecooperation scenarios
Wiedenmaier et al. (1999) have shown cost savings of
47%. 
Quality aspects for AR-applications can be quantified
for error reduction, but they are hardly quantifiable for
flexibility, accessibility etc.
The following section points out AR-scenarios at a big
car manufacturer’s where positive effectiveness as-
pects could be achieved.

3 AR in production

3.1 AR for training: door assembly

Assembly processes in line production are highly opti-
mized. For the car door assembly each step has a cycle
time of 37 seconds. All assembly operations of each
step have to be trained before the assembler can exe-
cute them in the right way and in time.
First approaches for virtual training have been done by
Lin et.al. (2001). The main target of such studies is to il-
lustrate the feasibility and effectiveness of such train-
ing. The disadvantage of using virtual reality to simulate
an environment is the lack of real haptic feedback. 
To be as close to reality as possible, AR could be used.
In order to evaluate such an AR training system, a goal
had to be defined: to assemble the door without errors
at a minimum of time.
The configuration of the AR training buck can be divided
into software-hardware and rack-door. The software
was developed in the Arvika consortium and adapted
by IAW. Its main components are a web based flow-
chart system and an augmentation system. The hard-
ware used consisted of a standard PC (Pentium‰ 800
MHz) a USB web cam (Logitech‰ 300, 640 x 480 in-
terlaced), audio boxes, a touch panel TFT display for in-
teracting with the system and a VGA splitter for con-
necting a HMD (Microvision‰ Clip-on 640 x 480). The
rack was built copying the final assembly line racks
from the Saarlouis (Germany) assembly line. It supports
the door at the hinges. The door is from a vehicle with
electric powered window regulators, remote adjust-
able outside mirrors, door speakers and the complete
interior trim. The different assembly tasks were cata-
logued in levels of difficulty. An expert’s interview with
the final assembly supervisors of a car plant helped to
rank the assembly tasks. The assembly of the window
regulator was ranked the most difficult. The zero error
task was the fixing of the inner panel clips.
Figure 1 shows the AR training environment, the PC,
the web cam, the rack and the door. This training envi-
ronment was made as light as possible for transporta-
tion.
Previous empirical studies compared AR with a printed
paper manual and an expert’s tutorial. They demon-
strated that AR and printed paper manual equivalent are
for very easy tasks whereas the expert’s tutorial pro-
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vides better task execution times (Wiedenmaier et al.,
2002). For the most difficult task (assembly of the win-
dow regulator) the advantage of AR vs. printed paper
manual was about 33% of the assembly time.

Concerning the quality aspects AR supported assembly
has significantly less errors than paper manuals, even if
errors are not yet registered in this scenario. Neverthe-
less the expert’s tutorial is best for zero error execution.
The next scenario shows an approach where the AR
system also registers quality aspects and gives feed-
back to the assembler.

3.2 AR for quality control: build check of a 

gearbox

A gearbox for a vehicle may have as many as 40 single
parts. The parts always have to be assembled in the
right order, direction and derivative. Any mismatch will
bring the gearbox to fail. Only 100% quality proved
parts are allowed.
The actual process allows checking 100% of the man-
ual gearbox assembly. The system consists of a stan-
dard Pentium PC, an analog video camera with a frame
grabber card, an industrial "start" and "stop" button, an in-
fra red light source and an industrial 14'' TFT display. 
No augmentation and no tracking are used at the mo-
ment. The camera and the IR light are fixed.

3.2.1 Actual online build control

The system uses picture recognition software to identi-
fy the gear or bushing that is being placed. The software
also follows the build automatically, so no need of ac-
knowledging each step is required, as shown in
Figure 2.

3.2.2 AR system under investigation

To further support of the worker for higher quality, an
AR enhancement is being planned. The system should
have a training modus and an "on the job" modus. Expe-
rienced workers will always take the "next part" from
the proper box, but the content of the boxes may be
mismatched. The actual derivative may use other bush-

ings or gears than the previous one, so AR quality
should be aware of it and inform the worker. The proper
gear or bushing could be shown on the display if a
wrong part is placed.

In order to maintain the quality and achieve a significant
cost reduction by reducing the training time, an AR
training modus could be implemented. A step-by-step
instruction could be given. The AR system shows the
proper "next part" in front of the worker. The worker
takes the right part, and as the virtual AR part is placed
over the gearshaft, the worker imitates it. If the worker
is trained on the job, no downtime is required, thus
costs are saved and it is made sure, that the production
is 100% ok.

Nowadays a common TFT display as shown in Figure 2
is used in the production. Since there is little space avail-
able, the use of HMD would be advantageous. In order
to achieve the ergonomic goals, some more studies are
required.

4 AR in service

4.1 AR repair assist: search for an error in the 

electric wire system of a car

Increased complexity in the automotive requests more
and more skills from the mechanic. More training is
necessary and even higher costs are linked to the quick
model update. To reduce the time required for finding
an error, easier ways to find the problems are required.
This could save costs, and it increases customer satis-
faction by delivering the product faster.

The AR repair assist system uses a fault tree scheme
to show each repair step. A Fujitsu 3500 Stylistic XGA
Color TFT LCD PenPC with 400 MHz has a USB Log-
itech web cam plugged in. The AR software may work
with a wireless LAN (Cisco Aironet), getting the data
from a web server, or may have all the data on the local

Figure 1: AR training: Door Assembly

Figure 2: Manual gearbox assembly
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hard drive. The MS Internet Explorer is used for the GUI
(Graphic User Interface) and a plug in is implemented
for the augmentation.
The fault description is found in a list. The service tech-
nician follows the repair steps. If the fault is a connec-
tor, the potential faulty connector and the correspond-
ing wire is shown augmented. Figure 3 shows such a
screenshot with the door and the augmented wire with
the connectors.
Potential use in the final quality control at the end of the
trim line is given, when we consider the ramp up of a
new product. The new product may have many chang-
es in the wire routing or in the localization of the connec-
tors. Personnel can be trained a priori. The system is
specialized on non-common errors, because the repairs
of the common errors are known and the reasons for
quality issues are soon fixed.

4.2 AR for service: remote expert gives 

support on a machine repair

Large shop floors with complex machinery require spe-
cialized personnel. Even though the persons are trained,
there are always errors that require the assistance of an
expert. In order to reduce the downtime and reduce
travel costs, an AR remote expert system has been im-
plemented.
The system consists of a regular Notebook with a USB
web cam that will communicate through the home net-
work with the remote expert. At the remote location
the expert uses a standard MS Windows PC with the
MS Internet explorer. The remote expert can "look over
the shoulder" of the service technician and point at the
objects on both displays. The need of lightweight, low
energy consuming displays is given.

Cost savings by reduced travel costs are considered,
but time and costs can also be saved since the error can
be localized precisely, e.g. avoiding ordering the wrong
spare part.

5 Conclusion

These four examples of AR support systems are just a
small sample of many possible useful and effective
scenarios. AR can help saving costs and provides an
added value. Also quality aspects like error elimination
can be provided by AR. Nevertheless AR applications
have to be carefully selected in order to provide this
support. All presented applications could also be imple-
mented, at the dealer’s repair shop, thus increasing the
customers’ satisfaction.
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ABSTRACT

We have developed a triangulating laser telemeter adapted to the space perception for the blind: the "Tele-
tact". The "Teletact" is composed of 2 parts. The first part is a laser telemeter, which detects the distances to
obstacles, and the second one is an interface, which presents these distances to the blind user. The "Tele-
tact" was developed originally with a sonorous interface. Due to the long time training required by this inter-
face we have tested some new interfaces based on other modalities. In this paper, we present all these inter-
faces and discuss them.

1 Introduction

The long cane is the most popular navigational aid for
the blind. It is relatively easy to use, light and not expen-
sive. However its reach is very limited and it is only used
to scan the ground one meter in front of the walker.
Therefore blind people must be in a permanent state of
muscular contraction to be able to stop suddenly at ev-
ery moment. A system of high angular resolution provid-
ing information about the surrounding area in a range of
a few meters could relieve blind people of some of the
actual constraints and stress when walking.

2 Description of the laser telemeter

The "Teletact" (Figure 1) is a hand held laser telemeter
(Farcy et al., 1997). The distance to the first obstacle en-
countered by the laser beam is measured with about
1% accuracy in the 10cm – 10 m range. The blind per-
ceives the direction he points thanks to the internal con-
sciousness of the position of its members (propriocep-
tion). To identify an obstacle it is necessary to scan the
environment.

3 Description of the experimented 
interfaces

In this section we describe the principles of the differ-
ent tested interfaces: the sonorous interface, the tactile
interface and the force-feedback interface. We have ex-
clude electro-tactile interfaces because they are very
uncomfortable and their installation is too complex (Kac-
zmarek et al., 1991) (Szeto et al., 1982). In the next sec-
tion we will compare and discuss these three interfac-
es.

3.1 The Sonorous Interface

To communicate the distance information to the blind,
we used 28 different musical notes, which correspond
to 28 unequal intervals of distances (intervals are small-
er at short distances), the higher the tone, the shorter
the distance. We used flute sounds over 4 octaves of
the major scale (131Hz, 2.1 kHz). We have finally 28
useful notes. The range 10 cm - 30 m is divided in 28 un-
equal intervals of distance so as to reduce the width of

the intervals at short distances. The correspondence
between notes and distances is given in table 1.
The most important information revealed by our tests is
that identification of the musical notes is not very im-
portant. However, the sense and the rate of their varia-
tions, in other word the transcription of the profile of the
obstacles into a "melody" is essential.

3.2 The Tactile Interface

To obtain a silent device and to avoid the long training
phase required by the sonorous interface, we have de-
veloped a new tactile interface using vibrating devices
localised under fingers. We have tested this tactile inter-
face through 3 experiences. In the first experience we
have used only two vibrating devices. In the second one
we have used eight vibrating devices. And finally in the
third experience we have decided to use 4 devices.

3.2.1 Using two vibrating devices

To code the distances between the user and the obsta-
cles we used two effects on the first vibrating device:
the vibrating amplitude increases as the distance to the
obstacle decreases, at the same time the period of the
vibration decreases. We have decided to use two simul-

Figure 1: Photo of the “Teletact”
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taneous vibrating effects instead of one, to improve the
sensitive discrimination of the tactile vibrations. The
second vibrating device is used to code the detection of
discontinuities on the floor.

3.2.2 Using eight vibrating devices

Using only 2 devices appears to be not precise enough.
We decided then to experiment the use of eight vibrat-
ing devices. The principle is that each vibrating device
corresponds to a particular distance interval. The users
can use this interface in two different ways depending
on their preferences (Figure 2). The first way consists in

putting the index finger on the vibrating devices to feel
the vibrations. The second way consists in putting a dif-
ferent finger between each couple of two vibrating de-
vices. This method requires the use of four fingers.

3.2.3 Using four vibrating devices

The success of the second way of using eight vibrating
devices leads us to experiment a new interface which
uses four vibrating devices. The principle of this method
is very simple. Each finger (except the thumb) is in con-
tact with one and only one vibrating device (Figure 3).
Each vibrating device is allowed to a distance interval. If
an obstacle is present within one of the four distance in-
tervals, then the corresponding vibrating device is acti-
vated.

Table 1: Correspondence between musical notes and
distance intervals

Distance
Interval (cm)

Musical
note

Frequency
(Hz)

12 - 16 B 1974
16 - 21 A 1760
21 - 27 G 1567
27 - 34 F 1396
34 - 42 E 1318
42 - 51 D 1174
51 - 61 C 1046
61 - 72 B 987
72 - 84 A 880
84 - 97 G 783

97 - 111 F 698
111 - 126 E 658
126 - 142 D 587
142 - 160 C 523
160 - 180 B 492
180 - 205 A 440
205 - 235 G 391
235 – 270 F 348
270 - 310 E 329
310 – 360 D 293
360 - 420 C 261
420 – 500 B 246
500 – 600 A 220
600 – 730 G 195
730 – 900 F 174

900 – 1200 E 164
1200 – 2000 D 146
2000 – 3000 C 131

Figure 2: Two ways way of using the 8 vibrating
devices interface

Figure 3:  The four vibrating devices interface
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3.3 The Force Feedback Interface

The principle of the force feedback interface (Figure 4)
consists in using a linear potentiometer. .

The cursor of the potentiometer can be used as a mean
to adjust the length of a virtual long cane. When the
user moves the cursor forward the length of the virtual
long cane increases. When he moves the cursor back-
ward, the length decreases. When the virtual long cane
reaches an obstacle, the user feels that he cannot in-
crease the length of the cane because the cursor is
blocked.

4 Discussion

The major problem with the sonorous interface is that
some people have difficulties to merge rapidly the sono-
rous information with the proprioceptive one (move-
ment of the wrist) to deduce spatial data.

This information merge has to become instinctive after
learning, and if the person has to think about it, using
the device becomes a too difficult intellectual work. The
most important information revealed by our tests is that
identification of the musical notes is not very important.
However, the sense and the rate of their variations, in
other word the transcription of the profile of the obsta-
cles into a "melody" is essential. 

Using the vibrating interface is easier; the perception is
more direct and intuitive. Beginners generally prefer it.
People trained to sonorous output say it’s less precise
but enough. The 8 vibrating devices interface seems to
be better than the 2 one and users prefer to use it ac-
cording to the second way. But the best tactile interface
for the users is the four vibrating device one, probably
because it is very simple to learn and because it offers
a very good sensitive discrimination. Besides, a patent
concerning this interface is under filing.

The force feedback interface is a promising solution but
it still presents some technical problems. The device
presents watertightness problems. So, it is not possible
to use it under raining weather. Another technical prob-
lem is that the motor used with the potentiometer pre-
sents some weakness after a long time use.

However we are now sure of different points: in its ac-
tual form, using the “Teletact” needs a good spatial rep-
resentation, a good proprioception, and an active atti-
tude: to scan to look for obstacles. It is very difficult for
blind from birth to use it because of lack in spatial repre-
sentation, for old persons (although we get some ex-
ceptions) it is difficult because of the long learning peri-
od. The main advantage of the device is the good antic-
ipation users get and the optimisation of the navigation.
For the moment it is a system for typically very active
20-40 year blind persons who have seen before.

Finally, the device is not an indication for blindness as
the long cane, so people have to use too the cane every
time they get a mobile external danger (cars, bikes,
crow etc.).

5 Conclusion

We have presented a laser profilometer dedicated to
the spatial perception for the blind. We have tested the
sonorous interface with about 50 blind persons for de-
tection of obstacles, avoiding holes, using the orienta-
tion of a wall to find his way... A training course is nec-
essary to use correctly the profilometer. For congenital
blindness, the procedure is longer, the three dimension-
al spatial representation of space and perspective laws
have to be learnt (Damashani et al., 1999). It is devel-
oped in association with the centre of locomotion of the
Association Valentin Haüy (Paris). 

The tactile and force feedback interfaces are still under
experiment, but the tests we have made with 3 blind
persons gave us very encouraging results. These inter-
faces still have large possibilities of improvement. In par-
ticular we will try in the future to experiment multimodal
interfaces (Bernsen, 1994) (Oviatt et al., 2000). combin-
ing touch with sound, for instance by using touch in nor-
mal situations and sound in dangerous situations.
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Figure 4: The force feedback interface
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the selection of the layout of tactile pointers, feedback signals and some issues of ac-
cess to information through touchscreen, used in construction of kiosk systems, for blind people. The kiosk
customers, as a rule, are occasional users and may often be novices in computing. To facilitate navigation we
are designing a non-visual interface and special feedback cues. 

1 Introduction

Information kiosks are used to automate information
access in routine service tasks (Morris et al, 1995).
These kiosks are found in high traffic pedestrian areas
like airports, stores, post offices, and convention cen-
ters. The kiosks are normally used with a touchscreen,
touchpad, or, less frequently, with a keyboard. Often,
the initiative is one-way: the user requests and receives
data available in a local database or Internet, or a time-
stamped ticket. As a rule, speech input is not used with
these systems due to noise conditions. Information
kiosks are designed to attract attention of anyone look-
ing for it without being confrontational to the senses of
others; therefore visual imaging is dominant for such
units. Transactional kiosk that accepts cash is designed
differently from a kiosk that is used only for information
exchange. Sound feedback is possible even for such
systems, but tactile interface still has not exhausted its
application opportunities and could provide additional
physical security for these kiosks including a service for
blind people. 
It has always been difficult for handicapped people to
gain access to services or information sources. Be-
sides, it is more difficult for the old adventitious blind to
learn Braille or to type on a keyboard when visual feed-
back is blocked. For blind people each position of the
screen, each option of interface or each state of input
device must have a special attribute or a simple and un-
derstandable marker projected on their individual space
of imaging. That may be an imaginary plane as well as
the skin surface of the user on a palm or fingers. The
amount of such markers is limited not only by tactile
surface or an overload of sensory canal (Agranovski &
Evreinov, 1998). 
The kiosk customers, as a rule, are occasional users and
often novices in computing, or have not any experience
in using of similar systems. I.e., the user has no need to
learn a special sign system that maybe will only be use-
ful once. Hence, the tactile interface should be in a large
degree intuitive as regarding to input method as well as
for output signals. For instance, dynamic effect control-
ler Kaoss Pad (Figure 1) allows generating more than 60

built-in music effects through touch or tapping the X-Y
pad in any direction. 

Nowadays, the use of touchpads or touchscreens re-
mains as an inefficient method for blind people even in
the presence of speech feedback when it is necessary
to find or to point a particular item within a keyboard of
any layout. To facilitate navigation we are designing a
non-visual interface and special feedback cues.

2 Background

Alongside with user interface structure, the coordinate
system is important when a system of feedback cues
is built. The system coordinates for non-visual interfac-
es should include such pointers or notions, which could
be unconsciously sensible (Grant & Lueder, 1997; Agra-
novski & Evreinov, 1998). 
We have analysed different layouts of keyboards as
well as tactile maps for the blind to find an optimal ar-
rangement of software buttons and markers to prevent
errors during touchscreen manipulations. We have also
taken into account the input needs of diverse messag-
es, the information capacity of different devices afford-
able for tactile input as well as sensory restrictions and
possible distractors. For instance, as mentioned in
MacKenzie et al (2001b), ‘In December 2000, fifteen bil-
lion text messages were sent using the standard 12-
key mobile phone keypad. This number is provided by
the GSM World Association (www.gsmworld.com)
who also notes that volumes are doubling every six
months. This is particularly remarkable in view of the

Figure 1: Korg KAOSS Pad Dynamic Effect Control Pad
[http://www.korg.co.uk//kaoss.htm]. 
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poor affordances of the mobile phone keypad’ (Figure
2). 

Besides tactile markers, the works of Smith and Zhai
(2001), MacKenzie et al (2001a) showed that it is possi-
ble to help novice users with some alphabetical order-
ing tendency in the layout (e.g., Figure 3). 

In a paper Marshal et al. (2001) proposed 14 schemes,
including dynamic and non-dynamic strategies for the
navigation and alphanumeric manipulation on the TV re-
mote control unit. Grid display schemes were preferred
over menu and dynamic displays. Where an alphanu-
meric keypad was available, a multiple press scheme
was marginally preferred.

3 Designing

The tactile rectangle is the optimal pattern for blind ma-
nipulation (Madison & Legge, 1996; Millar, 1985). In
this case the tactile surface is divided into a certain
amount of spots. The spots are placed along natural
spatial directions. Thus, if we have convex contour of
the rectangle there is an easy way to detect at least 16-
20 spots depending on three-finger positions and the

length of the sides of the rectangle (Figure 4). To ex-
clude indefiniteness it is necessary to deform the rect-
angle or to set additional markers in the centre of each
side (shown by arrows). 

Two types of tactile pointer were implemented and a
special program designed for testing the structure of
feedback cues and strategy of input and imaging during
manipulations of a blind novice user (Figure 5).
Tactile pointer was implemented with using transpar-
ency film for overhead slides and copper wire (diameter
is 0.2 mm). It does not disturb the normal use of the
touchscreen. The textured pattern has well-recognized
tactile markers: angles and lines. It presents the coordi-
nate system concerning which sensory fields (software
buttons) are oriented and may be easily detected. The
blind people can navigate with the help of these mark-
ers, recognizing a key position on the touchscreen.
Touch buttons were arranged in groups, based on sim-
ilarity of function and frequency of use. These group-
ings exploit natural anatomical position of the fingers. 

Since there were only 25 positions of virtual keys, we
grouped them and several positions were destined to
switch a state of functional groups. Thus, ten positions
could provide an input of numerals, signs of punctuation
and math tokens. Hereby two keys could switch the
mode. Eight positions of touch keys were intended for

Figure 2: he standard 12-key telephone keypad. Tactile
markers are within white ellipses. 

Figure 3: An optimised layout with alphabetical order-
ing (Smith and Zhai, 2001).

Figure 4: Principle of three-finger manipulations.

Figure 5: Tactile pointer layout for soft keyboard testing
of the information kiosk.
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input of the letters and three keys could switch the
groups of the letters (Figure 6).

Besides tactile feedback we explored possible ways of
sonification of characters, commands and comments
through conventional FlexVoice 2 text-to-speech engine
and earcons.

4 Results and discussion

Figure 7 compares the performance obtained in two
modes DblClick with/without switching of functional
groups under the investigation of the same subject in
the first and third levels (18 and 56 test-symbols per tri-
al). These results were obtained after a brief tutorial
(about 20 min) designed for the novices.

At these modes after listening of the test symbol the
user as soon as possible must click corresponding posi-
tion with the help of Tactile Pointer and to listen speech
feedback or earcon. If the trial was fortunate, he must
click again to confirm selected position or to try another
place. As a location of abstract symbols is more difficult
for memorization of its layout, user waited speech help.
Numerals and letters have a playback time not more
than 600 ms, but signs and math symbols may last up
to 1.2 s (such as a ‘left square bracket’ or ‘is greater

than’). An average time of search for within the ‘three-
level’ functional groups numbers-signs-math and alpha-
numeric was 2511-3699-4272 ms and 4283 ms, stan-
dard deviation was 966-1222-1923 ms accordingly.
Some persons wanted to change voice parameters, be-
cause brief words could incorrectly been distinguished
(duration is less than 300 ms). 
Pilot experiments have shown that during blind manip-
ulations tactile feedback based on a special textured
pattern allows to facilitate detection of different posi-
tions of touchscreen. The double-click mode increases
an average input time by 1.5 times. We found that at
‘one-level’ mode the subjects relied on tactile sense in
greater degree than on speech feedback. In subsequent
experiments we investigate vibration patterns as feed-
back cues as well as user input.
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ABSTRACT

The goal of this work was development of a wearable monitor based on using a minimal set of indicators for
displaying music notation. Music tokens are displayed with the help of a spatial pair of four light emitting di-
odes, which are coupled with the glasses. Proposed method of symbolic coding of music notation can be
used as a wearable monitor for people with special needs.

1 Introduction 

Visually impaired persons can use peripheral displays.
One example of such systems is processing of visual
image with loss of the resolution while strengthening
of color contrast at the same time (Graziani, 1996). An-
other is segmentation of image to allow sequential rep-
resentation of its fragments depending on head posi-
tion (Furness, 1996). When using music sheets, partial-
ly sighted musicians have difficulties, because the use
of auditory display is limited by specific perception of
music, as any sound stimuli are perceived as distrac-
tors. Conventional notes may be transformed through
Braille (Falk, 1996; Firshing, 1996; Taloc, 1991). In this
case, they need to interrupt the rendering of music piec-
es. On the other hand, some musicians have low tactile
sensitivity, when he/she plays on the string instru-
ments. Many blind children, who start to study the mu-
sic notation, still have residual low vision. Besides that,
conventional peripheral displays are expensive devices
for a consumer. The goal of this work was develop-
ment of a wearable monitor based on using a minimal
set of indicators for displaying music notation.

2 Method designing

An assistive method for transformation of music nota-
tion into visual spatial-temporary patterns with colors
was designed. We considered possible variants of the
wearable monitor for imaging of music notation, which
are shown in Fig. 1. Music tokens can be displayed with
the help of a spatial pair of four light emitting diodes
(LED), which are coupled with the glasses. The LEDs
are located closely to an eye in peripheral unfocused po-
sition. Diffused luminescence does not require to rec-
ognize a precise form of characters as in forming from
segments and does not create essential inconvenienc-
es in direct viewing. 

Indicators provide only direction detection of the light
sources and are coupled in groups, based on similarity
on function and frequency of use. It is possible that
such a way of conveying music sheets will be more
suitable than Braille. It would also allow receiving of
highly dynamic characteristics of music symbols imag-
ing and perception in real time, i.e., directly during ren-
derin.

Task-dependent software is permitting to display music
tokens through the spatial-temporal color patterns con-
sisting from eight light units with three gradations of
brightness (0, 0.5 and 1.0) and three colors (back-
ground, red and green). The light units within of the pat-
tern characters were not separated. A variant of light
code for three octaves, music signs and fingers is
shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 accordingly.

Figure 1: Variants of the wearable monitor for coding
of music notation.

Figure 2: Spatial-temporal coding for octaves

Figure 3: Spatial-temporal coding for music signs and
fingers. ASCII Braille equivalents are shown in brack-
ets.
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123 ASCII equivalents and their combinations were
used as internal code before imaging of color patterns.
The total number of coding combinations for descrip-
tion of music symbols is proposed to be 326. Duration
of light exposition depends on a latent period of the vi-
sual perception. Therefore it should not be less than 640
ms for perception of all light units. Information capacity
of the peripheral display can be described as:

T = S x log2 (k
b + 1)N

where, S is an amount of spatial positions of indicators
groups, N is an amount of indicators per symbol, k is an
amount of colors and b is levels of brightness (Table 1).
Then, information capacity of proposed construction of
the display is 27.86 bit or 4.64 bit per token.

3 Experimental evaluation

To evaluate a recognition opportunity with the help of
new method of the spatial-temporal patterns a test pro-
gram was written in MS Visual Basic 6.0. Snapshot of
the program during rendering of the test is shown in
Figure 4. 

Figure 5 shows snapshot of the program in the editorial
mode of test parameters. 

This work was empirical research of music notation
transforming into spatial-temporal visual color patterns.
We recorded the amount of detected test notes among
other music symbols (noise symbols) perceived by test
persons without sound feedback. Six subjects served in
this experiment. The ages of the subjects ranged from
22 to 46 years, and all the testing subjects had a normal
vision sight but different visual acuity. There were 4
males and 2 females (12 eyes in total). During the test
session, the task of test person consisted of remem-
bering the first color combination and counting the
amount of color patterns appearing within the present-
ed sequence. All test sequences were composed
equally of ten test notes and ten noise symbols. 

Participants had 80 trials in each test session, for a total
of 320 trials with each eye. The recognition of color-cod-
ed patterns used as music tokens were tested at expo-
sition times of 640, 800, 960, 1120 and 1280 ms with
duration of one light unit from 80 up to 160 ms. The re-
sults of the experiments are presented in Figure 6. This
figure demonstrates the color pattern recognition for
the code of double sharp (%%) accidental mark at the
exposition time 640, 800, 960, 1120 and 1280 ms,
when the duration of one light unit was 80-160 ms. It is
noteworthy that at the exposition time 1280 ms an
amount of recognized test-symbols is becoming even
more than 100 percents. New errors occurred due to
the similarity of test-symbol to noise-symbol ñ visual
distractor. The full analysis of recognition of all the test
sequences shows that the average value of recognized
test-tokens among hindering ones was 87.24% at ex-
position time 640-1280 ms, and dispersion was 14.4%.
The best exposition time for recognition of color pat-
terns is 1120 ms (an average value of recognized test-
symbols among hindering was 94.8 % and dispersion
was 15%).

4 Conclusion

A variant of the spatial-temporal color code for music
notation was developed using two-color light emitting
diodes coupled with the glasses. The comparative anal-
ysis of the amount of detected music symbols among

Figure 4: Snapshot of the program during testing

Figure 5: Snapshot of the program in editorial mode.

Figure 6: Color pattern recognition for double sharp
(%%) accidental mark at exposition times 640-1280 ms.
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hindering ones have shown that recognition of color
patterns is decreased in dependence on the similarity of
test and noise symbols as well as of the exposition
time. One of possibilities to decrease an amount of er-
rors could be development of color code with alterna-
tive/adaptive exposition duration of light units within the
color pattern. 

Technical characteristics of wearable monitor are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Technical characteristics of wearable monitor

Semantic groups of indicators reduce cognitive load
based on complementary strategy (Kirsh, 1995) and
provide a conscious associative perception of color pat-
terns of symbolic coding. Thus, the parameters of
wearable monitor when using four light emitted diodes
are quite sufficient for spatial-temporal color coding of

music sheets with the help of six pairs of two indicators
which are situated in four spatial positions.
The method of symbolic coding of the graphic informa-
tion with a large length of the alphabet (music notation)
requires minimal resources of visual perception and can
be used as a wearable monitor for visually impaired mu-
sicians as well as for people with special needs. 
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ABSTRACT

With the advent of an aging work force and the increasing levels of computer technology in all facets of soci-
ety, Morris (1994) notes several physical and cognitive limitations in the older citizen, preventing them from
using the computer. This paper investigates and establishes thresholds for each of the limitations that en-
compass vision, audition, digit/manual dexterity, reaction/attention and memory. These thresholds are then
proposed as design criteria and guidelines for user interface design for the elderly. 

1 Introduction

There is a growing demand for inclusive design strate-
gies that encompass “kerb cuts” into everyday technol-
ogies, offering access to impaired users that the aver-
age person has possessed for years. While this atten-
tion is welcomed, it is still far from sufficient to ensure
that all individuals, independent of their physical and
mental abilities, attain equal status in the realm of com-
puter technology. It is obvious; from the majority of
available systems that the technology sector is predom-
inantly centred on the younger adult and teen-age mar-
kets, much to the detriment of other population sub-
groups, such as the elderly. Sheard, Noyes and Perfect
(2000) note that attending to elderly-computer interac-
tion will serve both to improve the functionality of older
citizens in society and re-educate an increasing labour
force segment in, what have become, every day proce-
dures. This paper outlines the initial step in the develop-
ment of a user interface for the elderly.
Morris (1994) identified the potential for information
processing abilities to diminish over time in older adults.
A user analysis concerning related physical, perceptual
and cognitive abilities was conducted, as recommend-
ed by Dillon and Watson (1996). The analysis involved
the quantification of capability thresholds in the areas of
vision, audition, digit/manual dexterity, reaction/atten-
tion and memory, which can all be related to interface
interaction. The results were then compared to the find-
ings of a similar study involving younger adults.

2 Method

For each of the areas assessed, experimental sets
were constructed to mimic both the input and output
aspects of the computer interface. It should be noted
that all experiments were conducted in a soundproof
examination facility and Latin square ordering was used
to arrange the sequence of the tests, except for the
computer anxiety assessment, which was adminis-
tered first.

3 Participants

The test battery was conducted on 15 elderly volun-
teers who were residents in a local rest home. The

mean age was 74.3 years with a standard deviation of
2.9. The younger adult group consisted of 15 student
volunteers from the University of Limerick, with a
mean age of 24.5 years and a standard deviation of 1.8.
There was an even distribution of men and women in
the two groups.

3.1 The Computer Anxiety Assessment

Computer anxiety along with its correlates experience
and attitude, were assessed with a structured informal
interview derived from a 45-item computer technology
questionnaire. The questionnaire was developed from
both the Computer Anxiety Index (CAIN), developed by
Simonson, Montag and Maurer (1984), and the Com-
puter Anxiety Rating Scale. The 45-item probe consist-
ed of four parts. The first part was concerned with com-
puter technology experience and involved five state-
ments on knowledge of computer technology. The sec-
ond part focused on attitudes towards computer
technology and consisted of 18 (optimistic and pessi-
mistic) statements. Both the third and fourth parts cen-
tred upon computer anxiety, with 10 negative state-
ments in the former and 12 positive statements in the
latter. For all sections, the participants’ task was to indi-
cate whether they agreed or disagreed with each point.

The interview was not built upon a set questions and
answers dialogue, but on a casual conversation that
covered all the necessary topics with a logical progres-
sion. This period served the purpose of relaxing the par-
ticipant before the other test procedures began, as well
as to gather the required information. All answers were
later analysed in terms of a 6-point scale, ranging from,
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

3.2 The Vision Assessment

The visual assessment was performed using version
5.5.1 of the Freiburg Acuity and Contrast Test (FrACT).
The FrACT is an automated procedure for the assess-
ment of visual acuity and contrast sensitivity developed
by Professor Michael Bach, at the University-Augen-
klinik, Germany. The software was written in the C++
programming language based in Metrowerks
Codewarrior and was compatible with the Macintosh
9.2 Operating System. For both acuity and contrast as-
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sessments the FrACT was used to present the Landolt
C optotype, which complied with the EN ISO 8596
standard. The stimulus was displayed with its gap in
one of eight orientations for 24 trials from a distance of
two metres. The individual then indicated the orienta-
tion of the gap by pressing the corresponding button on
a keypad. For visual acuity, the contrast remained at a
constant 100%, while the size of the optotype was var-
ied. Whereas in the contrast test, the acuity remained
constant and the contrast of the stimulus was varied.
Visual acuity was assessed both in terms of an individ-
ually presented Landolt C and a Landolt C with flanking
stimuli on both sides representing crowding (as some-
times evident in an arrangement of icons in a computer
interface). The experimental program recorded all re-
sponses and reaction times.

3.3 The Auditory Assessment

The auditory assessment consisted of pure-tone and
speech audiometry and was conducted on a Maico A51
audiometer with noise excluding headphones. Pure
tone audiometry involved testing the participant’s hear-
ing sensitivity through air conduction to determine if
there was a hearing loss and bone conduction to identi-
fy the location of the loss (i.e. conductive or sensorineu-
ral). Speech audiometry was made up of the speech
threshold test and the speech discrimination test. The
speech threshold test served as a validity check for pure
tone results, while giving an approximate level at which
speech was received. Whereas the speech discrimina-
tion test, was concerned with the estimation of the par-
ticipant’s ability to correctly understand conversational
speech. The latter assessment was also conducted
with a background noise of 70dB, representing the
background noise in a crowded public place.

3.4 The Digit/Manual Dexterity Assessment

Based on Fitts Law as described by Fitts (1954) and
Fitts and Peterson (1964), the digit/manual dexterity as-
sessment was a variation of the Fitts Tapping Task. The
experiment utilised a touch pad with removable over-
lays that replaced the regular keyboard as an input de-
vice. Three overlays were used, each corresponding to
a different condition of letter key representations, at var-
ious distances apart. The first condition possessed tar-
get key pairs that were of normal keyboard key size
(12.5mm wide), the second condition had double key-
board key size (25mm wide) and the third condition
comprised of triple keyboard key size (37.5mm) targets.
On each overlay there were five different distances be-
tween each set of keys, representing key targets next
to each other (43.5mm), one key apart (62mm), four
keys apart (117.5mm), eight keys apart (191.5mm) and
ten keys apart (228.5mm). For a given condition, the in-
dividual’s task was to hit one target key and then the
other (of a pair), as many times as possible within 10
seconds. This was repeated for each distance and each
condition, giving a total of 15 trials with a set of keys per
trial. In all conditions, hidden buttons were placed

around the target keys to register any miss-hit keys,
with both the key value and the time of press being re-
corded.

3.5 The Reaction/Attention Assessment

The assessment of a participant’s reaction and atten-
tion capabilities was completed through variations on
the original Stroop task developed by Stroop (1935). A
person’s visual attention and reaction skills were inves-
tigated with a colour-word task, and a picture word
task. The colour-word task involved the individual pre-
sentation of the words “Red”, “Blue”, “Green” and
“Yellow” in various different colours, for 20 trials. The
objective of the participant was to identify the word that
was being displayed irrelevant of its colour. Whereas
the picture-word task required the individual, for 30 tri-
als, to make a judgement on whether or not a word
matched the accompanying image.

The auditory attention and reaction abilities of each per-
son were then investigated through the auditory pre-
sentation of 30 words, 15 of which spoken by a man
and 15 spoken by a woman. Within each set of verbal
stimuli there were 5 neutral, 5 masculine and 5 famine
words. The task was to identify, for each trial, if it was
a man or woman that was speaking. Both scores and
reaction times were noted.

3.6 The Memory Assessment

This experiment was designed in four conditions. The
first condition, was concerned with the visual presenta-
tion of a list of 30 words adopted from a standard list ex-
periment by Schneider (1990), which were displayed
for a 1-minute duration to be memorised by the partici-
pant. This was followed by a further 30 words present-
ed one at a time for durations of 6 seconds. This list con-
sisted of 15 words from the original display and 15 new
words. Individuals were requested to identify the
words as being “old” or “new”. The remaining three
sections of the experiment followed the same proce-
dure as the first, only different material was used as tar-
get information. The second condition consisted of the
presentation of icons, which were obtained form the
standard Microsoft image library (clip art). These con-
sisted of real world and abstract representations. The
materials presented in the third condition were com-
bined word-icon figures, with each word matching each
illustration. This last test was formulated to mimic the
common feature in Graphical User Interfaces, i.e. text
displayed over icons, after mouse roll over. Finally, in
the fourth condition the same words that were dis-
played visually in part one were presented verbally over
loud speakers. In this case, a 1-minute display period
would not have facilitated the presentation of the full
set of 30 words, therefore a more appropriate time of 2
minutes was chosen instead. The stimuli contained in
the second list were then individually played within a 6
second window. In each case the reaction time and re-
sponse was recorded.
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4 Results

The younger adult group scored significantly higher (i.e.,
they were faster and/ or more accurate) for each of the
tested capabilities. It should be noted that it typically
took 3 to 4 hours to test an elderly participant and be-
cause of the rest home schedule, this time had to be
spread over a two-day period. Conversely a young adult
participant could be assessed within 2 hours.
There was also a significant difference between the rat-
ings of the old and young adults in the computer anxiety
questionnaire, with the third level students showing
less anxiety towards computer technology. However,
the negative responses of the elderly individuals were
usually accompanied by their opinion that they would
feel less anxious if they had been given a thorough in-
troduction to computing.

5 Discussion, Conclusion, Future 
Research

The findings directly support those results and assump-
tions made in the relevant literature, for each of the abil-
ities assessed. In addition, they highlight the need for a
greater design effort to encompass the physical, per-
ceptual and cognitive abilities of the elderly into com-
puter technology formulation. 
Future research will focus on a larger number of partic-
ipants from both a local rest home and the general com-
munity. Once all the relevant data is collected each of
the capability thresholds will be translated into design
criteria such as the following. 
• The minimum size, detail and contrast of objects

presented on a display screen - established from
the acuity and contrast thresholds.

• The minimum intensity of auditory and speech
stimuli played through an interface - estimated
from the hearing sensitivity and speech thresholds.

• An acceptable key size for the elderly, in reference
to a standard QWERTY keyboard - established
from the miss-hit rates in the various conditions of
the Fitts Tapping Task.

• The maximum quantity of information displayed,
the momentum of its presentation and the mini-
mum requirement of instructional guidance within
an interface - approximated from the reaction/atten-
tion and memory task results.

The thresholds and guidelines will then be incorporated
as features in a general computer interface for the eld-
erly, so as to maintain the design principles identified by
Norman (1988), which include feedback, mapping, and
consistency.
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ABSTRACT

Although mobile phones (MPs) have become important IT devices, there are few studies on the visibility of
MPs for elderly people. Using 6 types of MPs, we analysed the reading performance among elderly people
who read 11 numerics on each MP. The subjects were 130 people aged 18 to 86 years, including 60 people
over 60 years of age. The subjects’ visual functions of cataract cloudiness (CC) and near vision for a 50 cm
distant target (NV) were measured. In a two-way ANOVA, two kinds of dependant variables, reading speed
(RS) and the number of errors in reading (Error) were used for the subjects’ reading performance. Two inde-
pendent variables were taken from 5 variables. Each time one variable was fixed as the type of MPs. The
other was taken as either age, CC, NV, individual history on MP operation or room illuminance (RI). Eventually,
10 ANOVAs were calculated. Significant differences were found in all ANOVAs except that for RI. We under-
took a multiple logistic regression analysis. Independent variables of CC, NV and vertical length of characters
(VL) and two kinds of dependent variables, RS and Error, were used. Visual functions and a short VL were re-
lated to slow RS and increased Errors.

1 Introduction 

It is said that over sixty five years population of this
country becomes 25% of the whole population from
2015 through 2020.Today, the utilization of IT devices
like MPs is paid attention to as a way which enables
elderly people to become independent and participate
in society, and we need maintain the environment in
which everyone enjoy the utility of IT.
However, in the preceding study on the use of MPs,
the subjects were mainly ordinary young people and
systematic studies were not done on how elderly peo-
ple, physically handicapped people and foreigners used,
operated and were physiologically and psychologically
affected by IT devices.
In this study, the subjects were elderly people whose
various visual functions seemed to have changed with
the increase of age.

2 Subject and methods

The subjects were 130 people aged 18 to 86 years,
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, including 60
people over 60 years of age.
The following visual functions of the subjects were
measured: pupil distance (PD), refraction and lens pow-
er of their glasses, far visual acuity (5 meters), near vi-
sual acuity (NV: 70 cm, 50 cm and 30 cm) and cataract
cloudiness (CC) using the anterior ocular segment mea-
suring instrument EAS - 1000TM (NIDEK Inc.). The indi-
cation of cataract cloudiness had 256 levels, where 0 in-
dicated no cloudiness and 255 maximum cloudiness.
Then we classified subjects by cataract cloudiness into
4 groups as follows: (-): 0-99, (+): 100-149, (2+): 150-
199, (3+): 200-255. NV was classified as good (1.0-1.2),
fair (0.5-0.7), or weak (0.1-0.3).

We investigated visibility in 6 types of mobile phones: 2
with color liquid crystal displays (non-TFT LCDs) and 4
with monochromatic LCDs. Using the 6 types of MP,
we analyzed the performance of elderly people in read-
ing 11 numerics on each MP. Then subjects, who were
with naked eyes or wore glasses for near visual acuity,
were asked whether they could read the numbers of
MPs with back lights in two conditional environments,
the daytime and night time. We used 11 numerics
adopted from random numbers and the order of show-
ing was random. We measured how long the subjects
took to finish reading the figures (reading speed: RS)
and recorded how many figures they misread (Error).

In a two-way ANOVA, two dependent variables, RS
and Error, were used for the subjects' reading perfor-
mance. For both ANOVAs, two independent variables
were taken from among 5 variables. One variable was
always the type of MP, and the other was taken from
age, CC, NV, individual history of MP operation and
room illuminance (RI). Eventually, 10 ANOVAs were
calculated.

Next we performed a multiple regression analysis on
whether the characteristics of the MPs affected subject
performance. Independent variables were vertical
length of characters (VL), area of the 11 numerics on
display, and contrast ratios. The dependent variables
were RS and Error.

And then We performed a multiple logistic regression
analysis on whether subject performance was influ-
enced by the visual functions and/or the characteristics
of MPs. Independent variables were RI, CC, NV and
VL, and the two dependent variables were RS and Er-
ror. VL was divided into two groups, long or short.
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3 Results 

3.1 Result of visual function 

Figure 1 shows 50 cm near vision by age group. Geo-
metric means of the near visual acuity with correction
were 1.16 for 10 to 39 years old, 0.65 for 40 to 59 years,
old 0.59 for 60 to 69 years old and 0.62 for 70 to 86
years old. Due to presbyopia, middle-aged and elderly
subjects had weaker near eye sight than the younger
subjects. Using 256 levels of cataract cloudiness, figure
2 shows the cataract cloudiness by age. The mean
cloudiness values were 53 for those 18 to 39 years old,
118 for those 40 to 59 years old, 163 for those 60 to 69
years old and 177 for those 70 to 86 years old. Similarly
for near eyesight, cataract cloudiness was severer in
middle-aged and elderly subject groups than in the
younger group.

3.2 Results of Two-way ANOVA 

3.2.1 Reading speed 

Reading speed was tested statistically as the depen-
dent variable with the two independent variables of the
types of MPs and age group. A significant difference in
reading speed was seen between age group and the
types of MPs (P<0.001). 
Similarly, reading speed was tested statistically as the
dependent variable with the two independent variables
of the types of MPs and individual history on MP oper-
ation. The results showed that there were significant
differences in reading speed between the types of MPs
and individual history on MP operation (P<0.001), and
that experience of MP operation helped subjects to
read faster.
Reading speed was also tested statistically as the de-
pendent variable with the two independent variables of
the types of MPs and near vision for a 50 cm distant tar-
get. As a result, a significant difference was seen be-
tween the types of MPs and near vision for a 50 cm dis-
tant target (P<0.001). 
Next, reading speed was tested statistically as the de-
pendent variable with the two independent variables of
the types of MPs and cataract cloudiness (CC). The re-
sults showed significant relations between the types of
MPs and CC (P<0.001). 

3.2.2 The number of errors in Reading 

We analysed analysed the number of errors in reading
(Errors) as well as we did reading speed. 
Errors were tested statistically as the dependent vari-
able with the two independent variables of the types of
MPs and age group. A significant relation in Errors was
seen between the types of MPs and age group
(P<0.001). This showed that the older the subjects
were, the more errors they made. This also showed
significant differences in Errors among the types of
MPs and the subjects tended to make errors in reading
the type of MP with slow reading speed.
Next, errors were tested statistically as the dependent
variable with the two independent variables of the
types of MPs and individual history on MP operation. A
significant difference in Errors were seen between the
types of MPs and individual history on MP operation
(P<0.001), and the subjects who had not operated MPs
made more errors.
Similarly, errors were tested statistically as the depen-
dent variable with the two independent variables of the
types of MPs and near vision for a 50 cm distant target.
The results showed significant differences in Errors be-
tween the types of MPs and near vision for a 50 cm dis-
tant target (P<0.001), and the decline of near vision
caused the increase of Errors. 
Errors were also tested statistically as the dependent
variable with the two independent variables of the
types of MPs and cataract cloudiness. A significant dif-
ference in Errors were seen between the types of MPs
and cataract cloudiness (P<0.001). 

Figure 1: Binocular near sight (50 cm) by age group (x-
axis show age: 0-90, Y-axis show binocular sight-
50 cm-: 0-1.2)

Figure 2: Cataract cloudiness by age group (x-axis
show age: 0-90, Y-axis show cataract cloudiness)
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This showed that the higher subjects’ cataract cloudi-
ness was the more errors they made.

3.3 Analysis of visual function and property 

of MPs

We performed a multiple regression analysis on wheth-
er the characteristics of the MPs affected subject per-
formance. Independent variables were vertical length
of characters (VL), area of the 11 numeric on display,
and contrast ratios. The dependent variables were RS
and Error. The VL showed significant differences in
both RS and Error (p<0.05). It was suggested that RS
was faster with longer VL as well as with fewer num-
bers of Errors. 

Next we performed a multiple logistic regression anal-
ysis on whether subject performance was influenced
by the visual functions and the characteristics of MPs.
Independent variables were RI, CC, NV and VL, and the
two dependent variables were RS and Error. VL was di-
vided into two groups, long or short. Three independent
variables, VL, CC and NV, showed significant differenc-
es for both RS and Error (p<0.001). The results of RS
and ERORRE showed Table1.Visual functions and a
short VL were related to slow RS and increased Errors.

Table 1: Multiple logistic regression analysis of the risk
factors of visual functions and the characteristics of
MPs

4 Discussion 

In this study, we measured various visual functions and
analysed the visibility of MPs. 

Deterioration of near visual acuity in healthy people is
accelerated after 45 years of age (Weale). We found a
similar tendency in near vision in this experiment. Sim-
ilar to presbyopia, cataract cloudiness gradually be-
comes severer with age after middle age.

In the two-way ANOVA, significant differences were
found in reading speed and Errors about near vision and
cataract cloudiness. 
The analysis of a multiple logistic regression showed
that the failure of near vision and the severity of cataract
cloudiness and a short VL influenced deeply reading
speed and Errors.
ISO 9241-3 recommended that character height on
VDTs “the minimum character height shall be 16 min-
utes of arc and the maximum character height shall be
24 minutes of arc for tasks in which readability is impor-
tant. Character heights of 20 to 22 minutes of arc are
preferred for reading tasks.” This is preferred the char-
acter height 3 mm or more, from that is become ap-
proximately 2.9 mm at the 20 minutes of arc for 50 cm
visual distance.
In this study, there are only 3MPs that meet the follow-
ing requirements. VDT users should select viewing dis-
tances that they find comfortable in the range of more
than about 50 cm (Jaschinski-Kruza). In this Experi-
ment, Elderly subjects with presbyopia and cataract
cloudiness mostly wore strong near sight glasses. It is
suggested that they see the MPs display at closer dis-
tance because they set the target at a closer point and
may have strongly converged to see the large optical
angle view.
Visual distance is fairly shorter than 50 cm, it is suggest-
ed to consider that the visual angle is larger than 50 cm
visual distance. Elderly people have low visual function,
their vision should be properly corrected for respect to
find comfortable, and VL is preferred larger than 3 mm.

5 Conclusions

Today, MPs are essential as important IT devices for of-
fice workers aged 40 years to 50s as well as for young
people. Now, we can send and receive not only sound
but also letters and pictures. Functions of MPs will
make more progress. However, the size of display is re-
stricted. When we think about the universal design of
MPs, it is important to consider the property of MPs
and visual functions.
This study suggests the utility of analyzing MPs read-
ability using RS and ERROR. RS and ERROR showed
low readability for the decline of visual functions, short
VL and low contrast ratio, and therefore, if MPS users
are middle-age or elderly, short VL and low contrast ra-
tio are not recommended.
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Factor Reading Speed ERROR

OR 95%CI OR 95%CI

room illu-
minance

daytime 1.00 1.00

Night 
time

1.10 0.77-1.56 1.09 0.76-1.56

character 
height

short 1.00 1.00

long 2.55* 1.89-3.44 4.25* 2.56-7.04

cataract 
cloudiness

0-99 1.00 1.00

100-149 6.19* 3.82-10.04 6.9* 3.20-14.89

150-199 8.31* 5.08-13.58 10.33* 4.80-22.25

200-256 12.38* 6.82-22.5 11.34* 4.66-27.63

50cm
Near
vision

1.0-1.2 1.00 1.00

0.5-0.7 2.31* 1.62-3.29 1.74* 1.08-2.81

0.1-0.3 3.06* 1.95-4.85 0.99 0.51-1.94

*: p<0.05
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ABSTRACT 

“Design for All” is a misleading term. There is no design for all conceivable people. Almost nobody really
wishes to have a telephone with gigantic keys, a mobile phone which makes the pockets of your Armani
bulge, or a phone in your hand with a volume that reminds your neighbours of a roaring foghorn. But, no
doubt, aspects of such a telephone may become important to many of us when we get older. Still, we will
probably not buy a phone which stigmatises ourselves as being old or with special needs. To bridge the gap
between mass market production and usability for people with special needs the principle of “Design for All”
will overcome some barriers but doubtlessly not all.

1 Mass market requirements and users 
with special needs

Manufacturers of consumer telecommunication prod-
ucts are designing their products for the mass market
and, so far, their products have found broad accep-
tance. The benefits of mass production enable not all
but many people to buy fashionable and not too expen-
sive products. On the other hand it is not a secret that
easy-to-use and smartly designed products, especially
for elderly people, are rarely found. The reason for this
is evident: the number of potential customers is small
due to the stigmatization effect of these devices, prices
are high due to the small number of units sold, and de-
sign has not taken the user requirements for well-de-
signed luxury products into account. 
But after all there are many blind and visually impaired
people; there are people with limited dexterity or a cog-
nitive deficit, there are deaf or dumb people. Besides,
elderly people usually have a number of minor impair-
ments which may force them to use technical assis-
tance. In the year 2030 more than 70 Million people in
the U.S. of America will be 65 years and over. Accord-
ing to the Report “Americans with disabilities, 1994-
95” about 52,5% of this age group are limited by some
disability and about 33,4% by severe disability. No
doubt there should be an interesting business case for
industry. 
But taking the preferences of human beings into ac-
count, even an inexpensive but specialized product
wouldn’t be the desired answer for our aging society
right now. Occasionally, manufacturers offered simple
telephones with only relevant features. The response to
these design efforts was usually fairly negative. The ap-
parent advantages of a phone only supporting the most
used features were not recognized by either evaluators
or customers, in the public opinion feature-rich phones
still are preferred over easy-to-use devices. 
Currently the first well-designed luxury products are in
the development stage aiming at the elderly and suc-

cessful customer. However, this will be just part of a
good solution as long as the particular minor impair-
ments of aging people won’t be taken into consider-
ation. For a long time, industry, especially the mobile
phone industry, has focused on the young customer to
make their products successful. Now, at a point where
the market for young customers is saturated, the chal-
lenge will be to design usable and fashionable products
for other potential customers like elderly people or peo-
ple with certain impairments. As an additional incentive
for industry legal requirements implemented in many
countries require the design of devices usable by these
currently excluded user groups. Design everyday prod-
ucts to be accessible by most people will be the right
step.

Table 1: Number of people in the U.S. older than 65
years, Source: Current Population Reports, "Ameri-
cans with Disabilities, 1994-95", P70-71, August 1997

Optimisation with a focus on disabled and elderly peo-
ple has to begin at an early stage of the development
process and in cooperation with disability organisations.
Today’s products are developed with strong user in-
volvement and usability bugs are often detected before
market launch. But it becomes necessary to involve
more and more elderly and disabled customers in this

Year People 65+ (in Mio.)

1900 3,1

1920 4,9

1940 9,0

1960 16,7

1980 25,7

2000 34,7

2010 39,4

2020 53,2

2030 69,4
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process. The designer can close his eyes and try to ex-
perience the barriers a blind person is confronted with
by an everyday product, more useful, however, are the
suggestions given by people affected by such disabili-
ties. 

2 Design for Everyone?

Many helpful features can be implemented in early
stages of product design without generating high extra
costs and without eroding the elaborated business case
of product managers. In addition the input of disability
organizations will lead to further improvements of ev-
eryday products, ensuring that situations, in which the
user has limited modalities, are better taken into consid-
eration in the development stage. This shift in designing
a new product will even increase the usability of a prod-
uct for non-disabled users.
A device that has been designed “for all” is a product
that can be used by the 12 year-old skateboarder and
the 65 year-old grandma. Certainly many of our sensory
and motor skills decrease during the aging process and
elderly people may need more information and support
than the teenager to get the same task done. If, howev-
er, the same information is redundantly presented by
various modalities, it is not only a help for elderly users,
but also for young people who will be able to handle the
device more efficiently since the subliminal assimilation
of additional information makes a more intuitive user
guidance possible. Many user interface improvements
were achieved to enable people to use their device in
special occasions, e.g. the voice interface in the car-kit.
In the next phase this concept was included in common
handsets and now helps e.g. blind people using their
device. Now it’s time for a shift in thinking: Why not ask
the people with special needs first to benefit from their
experience to also improve the products for non-dis-
abled people?
There are, however, limits to this approach of design for
all. In the case of mobile phones and PDAs activating
and deactivating features to a large extent is possible to
adjust to special requirements of different people, but
as a rule, making a device usable for one user group
with special needs will inherently create conflicts with
the requirements of other groups. An optimal device
can only created for one specific group of disabled peo-
ple thereby ignoring the principle of design “for all”.

One possibility is to offer profiles, which can easily be
selected by the customer herself or an assistant, to per-
sonalize and adjust the device to the user’s needs. The
most typical limitations may be compensated by 3-4
profiles which are easy to activate, e.g. maximum audio
support for blind users and timer prolongation of time-
dependent functions for seniors or people with cogni-
tive impairments. Choosing the right level of support
can be achieved by selecting out of a menu of different
support features. A visually impaired person may be
grateful for “Jumbo-Fonts” displaying the text of his
mobile phone but might be quite annoyed by a beeping
and buzzing device.

3 Design for All and Assistive 
Technology

The design principles described above which enable the
large majority of users to acquire usable telephones are
known under the “Design for All” or “Universal De-
sign”.

In order to support people affected by more severe dis-
abilities, the use of assistive technology is inevitable.
Assistive or adaptive technology covers external devic-
es providing access to a device for people with special
needs. Examples are headsets, neck-loops for support
of hearing aids and teletypewriters which enable e.g.
mute people to communicate by mobile phone via typ-
ing the words. Assistive technology manufacturers are
providing various products to support people with one
severe and special limitation.

The large telecommunication device manufacturers
have to survive in an aggressive market environment.
They are as a rule not adequately positioned to develop
and sell devices for market niches. Assistive devices,
especially designed for people with special needs, have
to be designed and produced by specialized companies.
It is therefore extremely important to standardize the in-
terface between communication devices and assistive
technology devices in a joint efforts between telecom
companies and the providers of assistive technology.

Together with assistive technology the design for all
principle will bridge the gap between mass market pro-
duction and the usability for all people, with or without
special needs.
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ABSTRACT

Different aspects have to be considered to answer the question of whether additional display systems in cars
and trucks are assisting the driver or if they are a source of distraction. As an introduction to the Special Inter-
est Group “Assisting the driver? Display systems in cars and trucks”, this paper gives an overview of some
of these aspects, in particular the demands of the driving task and requirements of human information pro-
cessing, the issue of distraction, the different functions supported by the assistive system and different kinds
of displays.

1 Introduction 

Today’s cars and trucks provide drivers and passengers
with a number of different systems that assist the driv-
er in the driving task (cf. Haller, 2001) or allow commu-
nication and entertainment (figure 1). 

Such systems can be built into the vehicle by the origi-
nal manufacturer, added to the vehicle at a later time or
are only temporarily brought into the vehicle. Most of
these systems have an interface so that the user can in-
teract with them, although complexity and level of inte-
gration into the cockpit of the car or truck vary greatly.
While many systems assist the driver in the primary
driving task or address needs of the driver in certain sit-

uations, like support in case of breakdown or emergen-
cy, others are not directly related to the driving task. 

All such systems raise the question of what human re-
sources are required for their use and whether or not
they pose the danger of distracting the driver from the
primary driving task (see e.g. table 1 for a major shift of
visual attention evoked by a navigation system). A bal-
ance of support of the driving task vs. potential distrac-
tion from such systems needs to be established. Fur-
ther, it should be made clear who earns the gains and
who bears the costs of these systems.

Table 1: Percentage of journey time spent glancing to-
wards different areas of interest when using instruc-
tions given by a passenger and a turn-by-turn vehicle
navigation system (with a right hand side drive vehi-
cle; data from Burnett and Joyner, 1994, cited by Ross,
2002).

2 Driving Task

An analysis of the driving task provides the basis for
identifying the human resources required to safely drive
a car or truck and for identifying free resources that are
concurrently available for additional tasks. Driving in it-
self is not a single task, but a superposition of a multi-
tude of subtasks. Many of these subtasks depend on
one another, either by their hierarchical relation or by
their need for parallel or sequential execution. Depend-
ing on the vehicle, the driving environment, the driver
competence, the current state of the driver and many

Figure 1:  Overview of some of the systems available
in cars and trucks to assist drivers and passengers.
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other factors, driving can pose anything from too few to
too many demands on the driver.

Different approaches need to be combined to try to
cover the complexity of driving and its interaction with
additional tasks.

For a task analysis of driving it is useful to identify the
driving state or maneuver, the primary tasks (necessary
for safe driving) and all other, secondary, tasks (figure 2;
Rötting et al., 2000). This classification scheme accom-
modates the facts that (1) the same task can impose
different workloads depending on the driving situation
and that (2) a driver can be engaged in more than one
task at a time. A similar approach (Velde Harnsenhorst
and Lourens, 1991) additionally classifies task perfor-
mance as being either tactical or operational.

The driving process itself can be subdivided into pre-trip
planning (off-road macro performance) and the three hi-
erarchically nested on-road tasks navigation (on-road
macro performance), guidance (on-road vehicle maneu-
vering and situational performance), and control (on-
road micro performance) (cf. Allen et al., 1971; Sheri-
dan, 1992). 

Human information processing is an integral part of the
primary driving task and the secondary tasks. Figure 3
shows a simplified model of human information pro-
cessing and the information exchange between driver,
vehicle and environment. 

Pre-trip planning provides information that needs to be
available for the navigation task. Additional information
for the navigation task comes from memory, experi-
ence (knowledge base), and from landmarks and direc-
tion signs. The guidance task requires information ac-

quired by the sensory organs, from memory, and from
experience to make decisions relating to such activities
as lane changing, overtaking and the like. The control
task requires information on vehicle position and orien-
tation, as well as feedback from the actions that deter-
mine position and orientation. 

The multiple resource theory (Wickens, 1992) postu-
lates independence between the different sensory re-
sources, independence between the different response
resources and certain independence between sensory
and response resources, especially if the same mental
resources are not used (table 2, Akyol et al., 2001). 

These information requirements give a first orientation
for the evaluation of assistive systems. Systems sup-
porting the driver in pre-trip planning, navigation, guid-
ance or control should support the respective informa-
tion processing task and not pose any new demands.
Other assistive systems should not interfere with the
respective information processing needs of the primary
driving task. If possible, the primary driving task and the
assistive system should require different resources at
any time.

Table 2: Multiple resources (cf. Akyol et al., 2001 and
Wickens, 1992). Parallel access is possible to the re-
sources in each column.

3 Distraction

Distractions while driving can be classified by their
source and their kind (table 3). Most of the time the as-
sistive system is built into the car and stationary (source
of distraction “2.5 Stationary object”). Only a few sys-
tems, e.g. when added at a later time or brought only
temporarily into the vehicle, will be moving objects
(source of distraction “2.6 Moving object”). As research
about the distraction of hands-free cell phones has
shown, eliminating the biomechanical distraction does
not eliminate cognitive or emotional distractions (Stray-
er et al., 2001).

4 Assistive systems 

Figure 1 gives an overview of some of the systems
available in cars and trucks to assist drivers and passen-
gers.

Assistive systems can be classified according to the
support of different functions in human information pro-
cessing (cf. Timpe, 2001; table 4).

Driving state/maneuver

e.g. driving straight ahead, turning left, roundabout

Primary tasks

necessary for safe driving

Secondary tasks

all other tasks

Figure 2: Classification scheme for the analysis of the
driving task (cf. Roetting et al., 2000).

Figure 3: Information circulation between driver, vehi-
cle, and environment (cf. Timpe, 2001).
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Table 3: Possible distractions while driving. 

Table 4: Assistive systems and support of human infor-
mation processing

5 Display systems

The display of an assistive system can be of more or
less complexity and can be more or less well integrated
into the vehicle. The control light next to the odometer
for the proper function of the ABS system is an example
of a low complexity, highly integrated interface, while
the palm-sized computer with pen-input running a web-
browser or a navigation system, brought into the car by
the driver, is a high complexity interface that is not at all
integrated into the vehicle. 

Since every instrument is an invitation to look (Färber,
1990), displays that do not require foveal vision might
be used in order not to distract the driver from the pri-
mary driving task. Experimental peripheral vision dis-
plays have been used, mainly in aerospace applications.

While they might enable the driver to maintain fixation
on the road, it is as yet unclear how they interfere with
the peripheral vision demands (Miura, 1986) of the driv-
ing task. 
Therefore, auditory displays (Takao et al., 2002) and hap-
tic displays (Bubb, 2001) are good alternatives to visual
displays. But they cannot be easily used instead of visu-
al displays, because they have differing abilities in the
amount, persistence and kind of information that can be
displayed.
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 Source of Distraction (first two levels)
 1. Outside the vehicle

1.1 Person
1.2 Traffic or vehicle
1.3 Animal
1.4 Object 
1.5 Event (combination of the aforemen-

tioned sources, like accident site)
1.6 Meteorological phenomena

 2.  Inside the vehicle
2.1 Driver
2.2 Other person
2.3 Animal
2.4 Stationary object
2.5 Moving object

 Kind of Distraction
Visual
Auditory
Cognitive
Emotional
Biomechanical

Function Example

Perception Night vision systems

Problem solving Navigation system

- Working memory

- Long-term memory

Decision Real-time traffic information

Sensumotoric Power steering

Activation Driver state monitoring
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ABSTRACT

Increasing numbers of intelligent driver assistance systems are now being installed in motor vehicles to sup-
port drivers. In order to ensure that the stress reduction benefits obtained from these systems are not nulli-
fied or even outweighed by new stresses at the vehicle’s man-machine interfaces, the systems’ control con-
cepts must be designed to high ergonomic standards. This paper seeks to identify design weaknesses in as-
sistance systems by presenting criteria that must, on the one hand, be observed when designing the control
concept of a new assistance system and, on the other hand, be applied when assessing the man-machine in-
terfaces of assistance systems already installed in a vehicle.

1 Increases and decreases in stress 
caused by driver assistance systems

The basic aim of assistance systems is to help prevent
driver errors, give warnings and provide support in per-
formance of driving tasks.
Novel display forms may be used to provide supple-
mentary information. These may give rise to safety
problems, for example:
• by requiring longer fixation of the eyes on the

instrument panel and thereby distracting the
driver’s attention from the road. 

• by displaying complex information at an intelligence
level to which the driver has difficulty in adjusting,
once again distracting his attention and impairing
his performance.

This broad definition of the term “driver assistance sys-
tems” includes both information systems (e.g. naviga-
tion systems) and support systems (e.g. distance con-
trol systems).
It has been discovered that, whilst driver assistance
systems reduce the stresses emanating from the driv-
ing task, they can also create new stresses by requiring
performance of new tasks, for example, programming
the navigation system.
A consequential hypothesis states that: 
The superimposition of stresses resulting from driver
support and information systems installed in the vehicle
may overtax the driver.
Efforts to reduce additional stresses caused by support
and information systems must focus initially on the
man-machine interface. One of the fundamental re-
quirements here is to have a uniform control concept
for all the vehicle’s systems. This means, that the lay-
out of the hardware and software in the vehicle cockpit
must be based on a mental model of the man-machine
interface forming a continuous “red thread” of systems
control.
There have been, and still are, deficits in this respect.
Even though displays and controls have been optimized

individually, this is still more or less the situation with
driver assistants now available.

As a way of testing this hypothesis, this article discuss-
es the criteria for assessing the man-machine interfac-
es of driver assistance systems.

2 Usability criteria

One ergonomic requirement for control concepts is
that they must meet usability criteria, i.e. the criteria
guaranteeing the highest possible level of usability (Jor-
dan, 1998).

One of the main benefits expected from an intelligent
driver assistance system is that it shall relieve the driver
of routine tasks. It must meet the criteria of compatibil-
ity, conformity to user expectations and consistency. It
must be compatible with the driver’s resources and
must not cause overload of information. It must, above
all, provide the driver with clear feedback, be sophisti-
cated enough to perform the required tasks and give
help where needed, while always expressing itself
clearly and remaining controllable by the driver. It must
be easy to learn and not error-prone. Obviously, these
usability criteria have areas of intersection.

A further fundamental design requirement for driver as-
sistance systems is the incorporation of anthropometric
and information technology elements as well as of data
obtained from ergonomic research.

An expert rating assessing the usability criteria from
safety, performance (or reduced strain) and conve-
nience aspects yielded the picture shown in Fig. 1. Six
experienced users of driver assistance systems (inc.
navigation, cruise control and voice-controlled tele-
phone) rated the systems’ perceived contribution to
safety, strain reduction and convenience on an ordinal
scale from 1 to 5. Then the arithmetic mean of these
ratings was determined. Rather than to the driver
alone, all three axes are related to the whole man-ma-
chine interface. In this case, a one-dimensional defini-
tion of comfort was used for the sake of simplicity.
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The diagram demonstrates very clearly that all the us-
ability criteria lie in the upper quadrants. This indicates
that the respondents were expecting significant contri-
butions to safety, strain reduction and convenience
from the relevant criteria, especially from those aiming
at optimization of consistency, driver resources, feed-
back and low error rate which received high safety rat-
ings. The criteria “relief from routine tasks”, “driver re-
sources” and “help where needed” were perceived as
capable of improving driver performance and reducing
driver strains. Relief from routine received a very high
convenience rating.
Having argued on the usability criteria, the driver re-
sources shall be discussed next.

3 Driver resources

Demand profiles for various stages of driver assistance
shall be used to examine the criterion “driver resourc-
es”. The requirements placed on visual, auditory, tactile
and kinesthetic functions during information reception
were rated by an expert (Fig. 2: Rating by the author on
a three-stage ordinal scale).
Driving without an assistance system places high de-
mands on the eyes and only low demands on the audi-
tory, tactile and kinesthetic functions.
In cases where an information system is installed, the
need for auditory perception increases because vocal
information is provided. As the driver is also required to
input data through a switch or a key on the steering
wheel, the demands on tactile functions also increase.
It can be assumed that an installation of a support sys-
tem shall reduce the need for visual information percep-
tion to a certain extent. The average requirements in
tactile and auditory dimensions shall remain essentially
unchanged, but new kinesthetic requirements shall be
added, e.g. the involvement of the driver’s perception
of the assistance system in the steering function whilst
the car is moving. In the best case, automation of the

driving function leads to a reduction in the full spectrum
of requirements placed on the driver. It would, howev-
er,  too optimistic to expect a reduction in visual require-
ments because the driver  always has to perform super-
visory tasks in the final analysis.

When formulating the demand profile for information
processing, a distinction has been drawn between
man-related and computer-related requirements. This
shows that installation of a support system brings
about a complete shift in requirements, mainly by auto-
mating the driving process. The system requirements
for instance increase with the level of support, whereas
driver requirements have to be differentiated. While re-
quirements of knowledge and concentration are slightly
reduced by driver assistance systems, requirements of
intelligence are increased. 
The same applies to the actions required of the driver
where again major shifts in demands are placed on the
performing physical systems .
The demands of various sensory dimensions, such as
visual and auditory perceptions, can naturally overlap.
This poses the question as to how this superimposition
of demands affects information reception and process-
ing as well as subsequent motor actions. 
Different types of stress can either be additive, neutral,
i.e. devoid of mutual effect, or even compensatory. Er-
gonomic research on this point is still at a very early
stage. 
If we regard man as a single-channel information pro-
cessing system, who possesses limited and constant
maximum capacity but needs to process multiple
items of information presented to him simultaneously,
it would seem logical to expect an additive effect. How-
ever, there are several objections to this additive hy-
pothesis. For example, no allowance is made for possi-
ble reduction in the effects of stress type and duration
when various sensory dimensions are involved. Could
this largely neutralize them or could they even cancel
each other out?

Figure 1: Expert rating of usability criteria in terms of
safety, performance (strain reduction) and comfort
(n=6)

Figure 2: Demand profile for information reception at
varying stages of driver assistance (author’s own rat-
ing)
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Introducing user adaptability is a first approach to the
development of a resource-oriented driver assistance
system. The assistance system simply determines the
requirements of the driver, so that a detailed analysis of
data processing of the driver is not necessary.
To change the functionality of the assistance system di-
rectly or indirectly, one possibility is giving the driver
himself the ability to specify his requirements. Another
possibility is obtaining the requirements according to
his actions, so that he does not have to make any
changes.
By investigating an Adaptive Cruise Control System
(ACC) various concepts of user adaptation were stud-
ied at IAD.
On the grounds of various experimental studies, two
master control switches were specified for instance,
with which the driver can input directly his request con-
cerning the degree of support and style of driving. Indi-
rectly therefore, modifications are made to the ACC’s
mode of function, type and scope of output warnings to
the driver as well as its dynamic parameters.
While driving with ACC, which has been adjusted to
the relaxed driving style position and the request of high
support, the driving was analyzed in order to identify re-
quest of the respective driver. Since the ACC takes
over large parts of the actions of the driver, only so-
called takeover situations remain for the analysis of driv-
er behavior, in which the driver takes control of the lon-
gitudinal dynamics of the vehicle by manual accelerat-
ing or braking. For 43 takeover situations, Fig. 3 shows
the time headway at the moment of manual braking for
different driver types.

A noticeable influence of the driver type appears, so
that it seems possible to identify requirements accord-
ing to driver behavior. 

4 Conclusions

The principal subject discussed in this paper is the con-
tribution made by selected usability criteria to the cardi-
nal requirements of safety, performance (or strain re-
duction) and convenience in vehicle driving.
The first hypothesis postulates that the use of a large
number of driver support systems overtaxes the driver.
The requirement profiles listed in Section 3 show that
progressive stages of driver support tend mainly to in-
crease auditory, tactile and kinesthetic demands in the
area of information reception whilst demands on the
eyes remain extremely high except in the case of fully
automated driving.
It was shown that a reasonable implementation of the
driver resources criterion was possible by an user-adap-
tive ACC with either two control switches or an auto-
matic adjustment to the driver behavior. However, it
should be noted that further control elements and dis-
plays place additional requests for the driver during data
processing.

5 References
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Figure 3:  Time headway [sec] at the moment of manual
breaking, relaxed driving style position; different driver
types (N=43 takeover situations)
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ABSTRACT

Head-Up-Display (HUD) technology has a long tradition, especially in aircrafts, whereby information like the
artificial horizon is virtually projected into the windshield. Although since early 70´s there are also some cars
with HUD devices, until today HUDs couldn’t really conquer the dashboards. Reasons for this could be a fear
of a weak consumer acceptance or the significant technical effort implementing HUDs with respect to the
package.
It’s also a question of a sophisticated selection of the virtual projected information regarding the needs of a
driver on the one hand and to questions concerning the road safety on the other. Speaking of automotive
HUDs refers mostly to „static“ information, which means that the information is projected into a fixed region
of the windshield and that the content of information is the displayed symbol or digit itself. This could be for
example the actual velocity shown at a virtual speedometer. Information shown in a so called „contact-ana-
logue“ HUD is linked with the environment and doesn’t use a fixed region and the changing position of the
virtual image comprises the information. Of course the technical layout of contact-analogue HUDs is more
complex due to the changing position of the virtual image and the larger dimensions of the optical device.
From an ergonomic point of view particularly the features of a contact-analogue device seem to have a great
potential for an automotive application.
As advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) will enter the automotive market not only in Europe, efforts
have to be made in order to inform drivers about the system state. So that drivers don’t become passive co-
drivers in appliance with automatic distance control systems, it seems to be adequate, to represent basic
system information in a display which doesn’t require accommodations by drivers´ eyes.
Simulator studies with two static HUDs were driven. Information about on/off-state, obstacle detection and
lane identification were presented. The evaluation of questionnaires showed, that the trust in distance con-
trol and lane keeping support systems could be improved with minimal visual distraction. Because knowl-
edge about the system´s state was improved and malfunctions depending on the driving situation can be re-
alised earlier. Comprehending the assistance system is supported highly. Although in our simulator studies,
significant improvements of reaction times and lane keeping performance couldn’t be measured, the sub-
jects preferred driving with at least one feedback of system functionality via HUD. These results could partly
be interpreted as effects due to the contact with completely new ADAS. But from the ergonomic point of
view, even after a learning phase disappears, system feedback, affecting several sense organs, lead to more
adequate situation reactions.
Future studies with contact-analogue HUDs in conjunction with semi-automotic speed control will be made in
order to evaluate driver response on further system improvements. The optimisation of man machine inter-
faces gets more and more important with every sold in-car information system.

1 Introduction

Head-Up-Display (HUD) technology has a long tradition,
especially in aircrafts, whereby information like the arti-
ficial horizon is virtually projected into the windshield.
Although since early 70´s there are also some cars with
HUD devices, until today HUDs couldn’t really conquer
the dashboards. Reasons for this could be a fear of a
weak consumer acceptance or the significant technical
effort implementing HUDs with respect to the package.

2 Studies and Results

2.1 Eye Movement measurements

Studies with simple speedometer Head Up Displays in
a real car showed an expectable gain of security and a
good driver acceptance (Gengenbach, 1997). It turned

out to be a reasonable alternative to usual speedometer
technology. Gengenbach showed, that mean fixation
duration decreased, but the use of the speedometer,
measured as fixations per time unit was comparable to
normal speedometer. Additional to that, it could be
shown, that distraction, caused by HUD decreases. 

In case of contact analogue HUDs where information is
linked with the environment and the changing position
of the virtual image comprises the information, the
method of the technical realization has to be taken into
account. The question of acceptance is a determining
criteria for reactions of drivers due to unknown technol-
ogies. The study showed, that the technical possibilities
should not be exhausted totally in order to strain the op-
tical sense additionally. Therefore, only some essential
information has to be given, which is either needed fre-
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quently or which represents contact analogue informa-
tion unity.

As advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) will en-
ter the automotive market not only in Europe, efforts
have to be made in order to inform drivers about the
system state. Studies about system configuration and
driver acceptance have been performed in a fixed driv-
ing simulator (Marstaller, 2000).

2.2 Simulator studies

Two ADAS were implemented: A system for lane keep-
ing support and a headway supporting system. Informa-
tion about on/off-state, obstacle detection and lane
identification were presented. Simulator studies with
two static HUDs were driven. The discrete HUD pre-
sented the active distance control information above,
and the headway support info below (see Figure 1) It
was realized with LED-reflection in the front shield.

The continuous HUD presented active distance control
info below and the additional steering wheel force de-
pending size above (see Figure 2).

The analysis of questionnaires (N = 36 subjects)
showed, that the trust in distance control and lane keep-
ing support systems could be improved with minimal vi-
sual distraction. Because knowledge about the sys-
tem’s state was improved and malfunctions depending
on the driving situation can be realised earlier. Compre-
hending the assistance system is supported highly. Al-
though in our simulator studies, significant improve-
ments of reaction times and lane keeping performance
couldn’t be measured (see Figure 3), the subjects pre-
ferred driving with at least one feedback of system
functionality via HUD (see Figure 4). 

These results show the increase of feedback and stay-
ing in the loop, but don’t generally mean an advantage.
Too much trust in so called 100-x systems (systems
which do not work to 100 %) could cause safety prob-
lems. This problem has to be evaluated in other studies.
The presented results could partly be interpreted as ef-
fects due to the contact with completely new ADAS.
But from the ergonomic point of view, even after a
learning phase disappears, system feedback, affecting
several sense organs, lead to more adequate situation
reactions.

Figure 1: Discrete HUD with active distance control
information above and active headway support con-
trol below.

Figure 2: continuous HUD with headway support indi-
cation above and distance control indication below

Figure 3:  Driving quality without and with two differ-
ent types of HUD.

Figure 4: Statements of 36 test persons
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3 Perspectives

3.1 Safety Distance

The braking distance could be calculated as:

xB = v∑/2µg + vtR + v0

where
v measured velocity
µ friction coefficient
g acceleration due to gravity
tR fixed reaction time
x0 distance of driver to front buffer bar

The safety distance is calculated as:

xS = vtS + x0

where

tS time safety distance equal to 1,2 s.

Figure 5 shows a simulator scene, where a HUD-
speedometer is combined with safety distance indica-
tion. The font size stays the same with various speed.
The masking of obstacles does not seem to be a prob-
lem, because nothing should be situated between car
and the velocity fonts.

3.2 Contact analogue navigation

As shown in Figure 6, another possibility is to imple-
ment an contact analogue navigation information to-
gether with speed and braking distance information. As
long as the contact analogue moving arrows are posi-
tioned above (in front of) the velocity indicator, braking
and turning is easily possible.

3.3 HUD and new driving assistance systems

As mentioned, the possibility exists, to implement HUD
together with modern driving assistance systems. One

example should be shown in this section. The so called
Speed Control (SC) system is a automatic speed regu-
lating system that suggests or realizes speeds which
are adequate for example to road characteristics or dis-
tances to obstacles. HUDs allow it to show speed sug-
gestion, overdoing of acceptable curvature- dependant
speed or information about safety distance. Speed lim-
its and other singular route characteristics can be pre-
sented in order to forewarn drivers.

Changes in color or blinking font are possible feedback
possibilities. Other situations, for example the take-over
situation, could be defused by optical HUD-warning
signs, as shown in Figure 7. In this case, the maximum
deceleration of ACC is not sufficient for collision avoid-
ance. Speed Display is blinking in red color and a Warn-
ing bell is ringing.

Figure 5: Speedometer (green) and the suggested
safety distance.

Figure 6:  Contact analogue navigation information
together with speed information.

Figure 7:  Take-over situation with red and blinking
speed information.
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ABSTRACT

Driver distraction is a major reason for crashes. Although no exact data on driver distraction while using a
driver-information-system (DIS) exist, data on radio use and cell phone use show, that there are impacts from
DIS on drivers´ performance. Position, content, graphic design, and integration of displays influence driver
distraction. The parameters have to be controlled to minimize distraction.

1 Driver Distraction

Driver inattention is a major contributor to vehicle crash-
es. Police reports in the USA show, that at least 25% of
all crashes involve some form of driver distraction
(Stutts et al., 2001). Driver distraction occurs when “a
driver is delayed in the recognition of information need
to safely accomplish the driving task because some
event, activity, object or person within or outside the ve-
hicle compels or induces the driver’s shifting attention
away from his driving task” (Definition of the AAA Foun-
dation for Traffic Safety, according to Stutts et al.,
2001).

2 Driver-Information-Systems and 
Human Limitations

Major reasons for driver distraction are objects and per-
sons outside the vehicle. Adjusting audio devices is the
distracting source in 11% of all cases, cell phone use is
the reason in 1,5% of distraction related accidents (Fig.
1)Driver-Information-Systems and Human Limitations
The infiltration of technology into most aspects of life
has not missed the automotive industry (Anderson et al,
2001). Many of the applications appear as “telematics”.
The field has evolved as a result of both consumer and
economic needs during the second half of the 1990s.
The falling prices of wireless communication and com-
puter hardware allowed the development of telematic
hardware and services. The field has expanded beyond
emergency services into Driver-Information-Systems
(DIS), controlling in vehicle functionalities like AC, seats,
or media, and communication devices like cell phones
or Internet access.
In order to perceive, assimilate, interpret, predict, and
respond to the driving environment, a driver must have
his/her full attention focused on driving. Latest studies
show, that engaging in other tasks, not only competes
with the driving task for drivers´ attentional resources,
but also degrades driver performance (e.g. Lissy et al.,
2000). 

3 Displays and Distraction

3.1 Basic Characteristics

Information legibility, whether text or graphic, is a major
design concern in DIS. The optimization of all display pa-
rameters (resolution, luminance, contrast, color, glare)

is a topic, which complexity is well documented in liter-
ature (e.g. Campbell et al., 1998). Besides the human
factors issues, the selection of displays for vehicles is
driven heavily by costs.

3.2 The Use of Colors

Another basic visual display concern deals with the col-
ors of displays. A well-designed use of color supports
easy a fast detection of relevant information by the driv-
er. Too much and wrong used color cause confusion a
d distraction. Since about 8% of the male population
suffer from some kind of color blindness, color-coding
only for information has to be avoided..

3.3 Display Position

A major component of the driving task is scanning the
environment and responding to unexpected events. Hu-
mans are sensitive to peripheral movements. In fact
some human factors experts rate peripheral vision as
high as foveal vision in driving tasks (e.g. Dingus &
Hulse, 1993).

Figure 1: Specific sources of distraction (Stutts et al.,
2001)
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The information contained on an even well designed
display system will require at least some visual atten-
tion. If the display is placed far from the normal driving
forward field of view, drivers´ peripheral vision cannot
be used to check the road while looking at the display.
For advantages of the different possible display posi-
tions check Tab. 1.
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Table 1: Pros and cons for different display positions

Position Pros Cons

Lower part 
of the cen-
ter console

Low glare, good visi-
bility in sunshine, 
supports older driv-
ers with bifocal 
glasses

Large saccades nec-
essary, no peripheral 
view out on the road

Upper part 
of the cen-
ter console

Small saccades nec-
essary, road can be 
watched with 
peripheral views

Glare, low visibility 
in sunshine, drivers 
with bi-focal glasses 
have to turn heads 
up

In the cen-
tral instru-
ment 
cluster

Small saccades, nor-
mal type of sac-
cades while driving, 
a place, where infor-
mation is expected

High information 
density in the cen-
tral instrument clus-
ter, not enough 
space to show com-
plex information

Above the 
windscreen

Road can be 
watched with 
peripheral views

Unusual eye move-
ments, slow sac-
cades, hard to focus 
things above the 
horizon, slow head 
movement might be 
necessary

Head up dis-
play in the 
windscreen

Information close to 
the line of sight, no 
or small saccades 
necessary

Information selec-
tion is necessary, 
two layers of infor-
mation over another, 
refocusing with out 
a saccade hard to 
do, display nit visible 
in sunshine
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ABSTRACT 

In this study, In order to clarify some basic human factors for HMI design applying “AUI” which uses spatial
3D sound information, the effect on usability of the number of different sound locations and timbres was
evaluated. As the results, the condition of 3-timbres and 3-diredctions resulted in the highest usability.

1 Acoustic User Interface (AUI)

There have been several studies on the spatial inter-
face. However, few studies which have such a concept
to be independent of visual information are exposed
(such as: Kobayashi, et al. 1998).

The authors puts forward a HMI which is independent
of visual information called Acoustic User Interface
(AUI) (Takao, et al. 2002). The AUI is characterized by
spatially categorized 3D sound localization and sound
character (timbre) used as a metaphor of “soundscape”
in daily living.

2 AUI for Vehicle Information Devices 

2.1 Why in-Vehicle?

When driving a car, or other vehicle, looking at a visual
display can distract and cause traffic accidents. On the
other hand, a lot of information tools which include visu-
al displays are being installed to obtain several informa-
tion, such as car navigation, traffic information, Email, or
so. The worry is that safety is being compromised. It
may be possible to reduce the risk of such problems by
using AUI and taking advantage of the human function
allocation.

2.2 Evaluation of 3D generation of sounds 

The 3D presentation of sounds is an important element
of the AUI. In order to clarify some basic human factors
for HMI design using spatial 3D sound information, the
effect on usability of the number of different sound lo-
cations and timbres was evaluated.

The experimental measurements made were perfor-
mance on a short-term memory task, a subjective men-
tal workload evaluation and a protocol. For the mental
workload, NASA-TLX was applied. To obtain the proto-
col, the evaluation grid method was applied.

The experimental conditions are showed in table 1.

The arrangement of the locations and timbres are
shown in Figure 1. Displayed stimuli consisted of the
names of the objects belonging to one of three catego-
ries; animals, fruits and countries. For example, under
the condition of the D group, each category's contents
were displayed randomly by three types of timbre and

three directions. The same voice (timbre) was used for
all names in the same category. 

Table 1: Experimental conditions

The experimental tasks were part of dual-task perfor-
mance to recreate the characteristics of information
cognition in a car-driving environment. The sub-task
was the tracking, with a mouse and cursor, of a car driv-
ing ahead on the video screen of a driving simulator.
The main task was the short-term memory test. The
test required the subjects to memorize as many words
as possible from 20 words displayed randomly at one-
second intervals. A total of 4 trials was presented at ran-
dom for each test. The subjective measurements were
recorded after each trial.

2.3 Results (short-term memory test)

A two factorial ANOVA was applied to the scores of the
short-term memory test (Figure 2). As a result, the sig-
nificant interaction was found between each factor, F(2,
24) = 3.12 p < .01. As the result of the analysis of inter-
action, the simple main effect of the two-timbres level

Timbres

Directions

1 3

1 A Group B Group

3 C Group D Group

5 E Group F Group

Figure 1: Arrangement of the source and timbre 
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within the number of direction factor was significant,
F(2, 24) = 4.73 p < .01. The simple main effect of the
number of timbre factor at the three-directions condi-
tion was significant, F(2,24) = 5.27 p < .05.

A multiple comparison by LSD shows that the signifi-
cant difference of the number of the direction factor at
the 3-timbres level was found.

At the same time, a significant difference was found be-
tween the number of three-directions and the five-direc-
tions level at the two-timbres condition.

Thus, the three-directions condition was associated
with a significant improvement in performance of short-
term memory. In particular, the condition of 3-timbres
and 3-diredctions resulted in the highest performance
of short-term memory.

2.4 Results of mental work load

A two factorial ANOVA was applied to the scores of the
mental workload evaluation. The interaction was found
between each factor; the multiple comparison was ap-
plied (Figure 3). The three-timbre-levels at five direc-
tions condition, was found to provoke a higher workload
evaluation than the single timbre condition at five direc-
tions. No significant difference was found among other
conditions. 

2.5 Results (evaluation grid method)

This method found that with the increase in spatial infor-
mation the subjects felt it was easier to memorize. On
the other hand, less spatial information was felt to make
it easier to listen. 

The pair comparison method was also applied. As the
result, the order of preference of the groups was as D
> A > B > C > F> E. This result is thought to be reinforce
the results of the objective evaluation above.

3 Conclusion

In this study, the authors evaluated an AUI applied to
car-information tools in order to discover the human fac-
tors important for the design of such an AUI. The au-
thors discovered some basic human factors of HMI de-
sign using spatial 3D sound information. The effect of
the number of sound locations and timbres on usability
was evaluated. It was found that the condition of 3-tim-
bres and 3-diredctions resulted in the highest usability;
both performance and mental workload.

Thus, one of the human factors for designing AUI was
clarified.
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ABSTRACT

Our main research question is “how to use computers to support and improve dyslexic students’ reading and
writing performance”. We propose to use individual adaptation of text appearance when reading texts on the
computer screen, and we have developed a prototype to illustrate and study this functionality. The target
group is primary school students, but we believe that parts of the functionality can be useful to adults as well.
The prototype also offers speech synthesis to support reading.

1 Introduction

Our main research question is “how do we use comput-
ers to support and improve dyslexic students’ reading
and writing performance”. Research shows that 15--20
% of the students in primary and secondary schools
have problems in meeting the required level of literacy
in today’s society (Snow et al. 1998, Catts and Kahmi
1999). Reading is a fundamental skill, and success in
reading is of great importance to the general literacy de-
velopment, the students’ motivation for reading and
reading related tasks as well as the overall learning ex-
perience. An answer to our question could facilitate and
improve the learning experience of a large number of
persons.
We believe that computer technology can and should
be used to improve the learning experience and perfor-
mance of children with reading and writing difficulties.
The computer is part of the daily life of many school chil-
dren and youths, and we must ensure that the introduc-
tion of technology is an advantage for this group of chil-
dren and not an additional hurdle. The computer is
unique in that it can provide individually adapted assis-
tance in a way that the printed book cannot. Computer
texts may be formatted according to each single stu-
dent’s reading level and personal preference.

2 State of the art

From research conducted over the past 20 years, we
know that many factors influence reading texts on the
computer screen. Reading long texts on screen is more
tiring than in books, and one often turns to the printer to
solve this problem. Another factor influencing the per-
ceived difficulty of screen reading is computer work-
place ergonomics and monitor placement (Ankrum
1999, Fostervold 1997). 
A third factor is screen technology. Dillon (1992) gives a
review of studies on reading on paper versus screen
and concludes that the main difference in outcome be-
tween the two media is speed. With early screen tech-
nology, reading was actually found to be substantially
slower than on paper, but research by Muter et al.
(1991) indicates that improved computer screen tech-

nology has made reading efficiency on screen compara-
ble with paper. Not all studies show the same results,
and a study conducted at Ohio State University even
suggests that reading a text on the computer screen
may present an additional hurdle for less competent
readers (Murphy 2000). 

A fourth and well-known factor influencing text legibility
on paper is typography. As for screen texts, typography
still matters, but there are reasons to believe that
screen typography must be seen as a separate issue.
Early experiments did not show any improvements in
reading performance related to textual formatting (Mut-
er 1991). Muter’s study did not isolate the single text
formatting characteristics however. This has been done
by Dyson et al. (1998, 2001), whose research suggest
that line length influences reading speed and compre-
hension. Several researchers present overviews of fac-
tors that affect legibility of texts on computer screens
(Walker 2000, Harrell 1999), and often mentioned fac-
tors are colour, font type and size, line length, line spac-
ing, text structure and text justification. Harrell (1999 p.
453) claims that “the reader should be able to “adjust”
screen design to his or her needs and desires in any
number of ways…not only to satisfy idiosyncratic quirks
but to “correct” screen design weakness”.

There is no comparable research on screen typography
for dyslexic readers.

3 The Multifunk prototype

The text formatting functionality of the Multifunk proto-
type is based on the typographical tradition for print
(Hallberg 1992) and on the research by Muter (1996),
Harrell (1999), Walker (2000), and Dyson (2001) related
to computer screen typography. The prototype sup-
ports adaptation of the already mentioned factors.

To account for individual needs, we have chosen to sup-
port individual adaptation of text appearance. Each stu-
dent can create his/her own individual profile, and sub-
sequently all texts that the student chooses to read will
be formatted according to this profile, whether they
come from the Web, are ordinary text books that have
been scanned, or electronic text books. The profile can
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be changed at any time, e.g. when reading skills have
improved.
As our review of previous research reveals, there are no
results on screen typography for dyslexic readers. What
pleases the student combined with general knowledge
of screen typography and screen reading, is, according
to our hypothesis, a good starting point for research in
the field of screen typography for dyslexic readers.

3.1 Text formatting in Multifunk

Six different font sizes are available in the prototype,
and the reader may choose between the font types Ari-
al (sans serif) and Times New Roman (serif). We have
chosen two of the most common font types as there is
evidence that both normal and poor readers seem to
prefer fonts they are most exposed to (Hallberg 1994).
Line-length is reported to be important by many re-
searchers (Walker 2000, Dyson 2001), but there is only
unsystematic knowledge on how line-length affects dis-
abled readers. In general, long lines tend to make the re-
turn sweep to the next line more difficult, while short
lines make reading slower (Dyson 2001). The users of
Multifunk may choose between four different line-
lengths depending on reading level as well as actual
window and screen size. As for text justification, we
have chosen to make all text left justified with a ragged
right-hand margin. Hyphenation at the end of lines is not
used as it makes reading more difficult and scrolling is
used for navigation, even if paging has been proved by
several researchers to be more efficient (Dyson 2001).
Since line spacing has been seen as an important factor
for legibility (Walker 2000), the prototype has three op-
tional levels of line spacing. Four levels of word spacing
have been added (even though no research known to us
mention this factor) to support students that need addi-
tional assistance in identifying word limits. Colour and
contrast is considered important for dyslexic readers.
We have chosen some of the colours that are suggest-
ed by associations for dyslexia (Dyslexia).

3.2 Preliminary studies of Multifunk

A first tentative study focused on the effects of adapt-
ing the screen text to the readers’ individual profile. The
study was carried out in a Norwegian primary school
with 8 nine year-old students, all below average read-
ers. Reading performance was measured by speed and
number of errors reading texts on screen and in books.
The results indicate improved reading performance in
both speed and accuracy for screen reading (Haugen
2001). The reasons could be increased motivation, im-
proved legibility of the formatted text etc.

3.3 Future research

Further and more in depth studies are, however, neces-
sary to show the real effect of reading individually adapt-
ed texts on the computer screen as compared to tradi-
tional paper-based reading, and experimental designs
that can show this effect must be developed. Such
studies will be carried out in the context of this research
project over the next two years. 

In general there is a need to focus on screen typography
for dyslexic, young and less skilled readers, isolating
and studying the single factors influencing reading per-
formance.

4 Discussion

Poor readers develop negative attitudes towards read-
ing and reading related tasks due to poor performance.
Negative attitudes and low motivation is related to at-
tention, and attention provides the necessary focus
needed for successful reading. Our hypothesis is that if
the prototype improves the reader’s overall reading ex-
perience, this will in itself affect the motivation for fur-
ther reading. Improved motivation may also come from
being able to manipulate and personalise the text for-
matting and thus being in control of the reading tasks
(van Daal 2000).
Research indicates that children with reading and writ-
ing difficulties are motivated by certain uses of comput-
er technology, and this must be exploited for the best of
struggling readers. For instance, research suggests that
students find writing on computers to be highly motivat-
ing (Daiute 2000), and that they produce texts of higher
quality when using the computer in a real-life context.
Another example comes from Underwood (2000), who
reports that the use of talking books/speech synthesis
is by itself highly motivating.
In fact, the prototype also offers a “read-it-aloud-to-me”
functionality through speech synthesis. The student can
choose to listen to words, sentences or paragraphs ac-
cording to individual needs. Several researchers (Olofs-
son 1992, Wise 1997, VanDaal 2000) have recommend-
ed speech synthesis to support reading. Speech syn-
thesis supports comprehension, and provides the poor
reader with the necessary distance to the laborious task
of technical decoding and as such strengthens the com-
municative aspect of literacy. This may make the read-
ing task more enjoyable, stimulate further reading, en-
hance a sense of mastery, and trigger more motivation.

5 Concluding remarks and summary

We strongly believe that ICT can be used to improve the
learning experience and performance of children with
reading and writing difficulties. Computers and ICT are
an integral part of the daily life of many children, and we
must ensure that the process of “digitising” the class-
rooms will be an asset for poor readers and writers as
well.
We propose to use individual adaptation of text format-
ting when reading texts on the computer screen. Pre-
liminary studies indicate improved reading performance
for poor readers when reformatting the text individually,
but a literature review shows that we do not know
enough about screen typography and poor readers.
We further propose to use speech synthesis to support
reading, combining individual text formatting and
speech synthesis to make an even better support for
dyslexic children. In primary and secondary education in
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Norway alone there are a total of 50.000 students with
reading and writing difficulties that could benefit from
this tool.
A primary goal for the project is to identify which parts
of the reading and writing process can be supported by
technology and computer-based tools. The second
main question motivating our research is “how to apply
the technology in such a way that students with reading
and writing difficulties are integrated in the computer-
based activities in the classroom?” We will continue our
efforts in answering to these questions.
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ABSTRACT

We question about the role of culture in the definition of the term productivity. Different cultures may have
different views concerning value of human factors in improvement of conditions of work. We present results
of experiments, which indicate an advantage of the cathode ray tube (CRT) display over liquid crystal (LCD)
displays in terms of short term visual performance. Advantage in short term visual performance may how-
ever be at cost of other loads, which are invisible in short time assessment and which may recover during a
long term rest, e. g. after work. Since it is possible that symptoms of mentioned loads disappear before start-
ing the succeeding period of work, depending on cultural attitudes, loads may or may not be considered in
computation of value of human factors.

1 Introduction

In the industrialized world, money has become a kind of
a standard measure, by means of which almost any kind
of products is valued. Estimation of value is hard to
achieve when many different products and methods
are involved in the process of production. Difficulties are
pronounced when products and methods do not deliver
marketable goods but rather support the worker in com-
pleting a complex task. In this case short term “produc-
tivity” in terms of work output, e. g. key strokes or read-
ing speed, is supposed to be a measure correlated to
discussed value.

A variety of factors are responsible for productivity in
tasks requiring processing of visually presented infor-
mation. Fitness of physical parameters of displays with
visual requirements are only in part the key for deter-
mining the value of a display. In a complex environment,
such as office work, any visible quality of a display can
have an impact on productivity since it offers an easy
(visible) but not necessarily correct explanation of any
change in productivity.

Considerable work has been carried out in the past, in
order to rule out conditions required for avoiding the
perception of flicker (D. H. Kelly, Bernice Rogowitz,
Joyce Farrell and many others). Even though conclusive
studies are missing, flicker is supposed to be negatively
correlated with performance at work with visual display
units. Beside causing the perception of flicker, the vari-
ation of display luminance in time has been found to in-
terfere with the control of eye movements. Among oth-
ers, A. Kennedy and W. S. Murray showed mentioned
effects in 1993. The phenomenon on which the interfer-
ence is based differs from the phenomenon of the per-
ception of flicker. Kennedy and Murray found that the in-
terference of mentioned phenomenon becomes in-
creasingly pronounced with increasing refresh rate.
Strongest interference was found at refresh rates with-

in 100 Hz – 125 Hz. At such high refresh rates flicker al-
most disappears.

We have carried out several comparative experiments,
in which visual performance was assessed while com-
pleting tasks using displays differing in amount of flick-
er. We found that an increase in flicker may lead to an
increase in visual performance. However, a higher per-
formance results in a higher degree of load, which not
necessary has an effect on productivity during time of
work. Effects of load may not be visible at start of the
succeeding day of work. It may be a matter of ethics,
whether or not such processes shall be considered in
computing productivity at work. In other words, our re-
sults may suggest the re – introduction of flicker in order
to improve productivity at work.

Due to restrictions in number of pages, experiments are
presented briefly. Extended descriptions of experi-
ments and results will be published in forthcoming pa-
pers.

2 Methods

In a series of experiments CRT and TFT were compared
by means of a search task, similarly used in Ann Treis-
man’s (1990) experiments. The capital letter E was
used as distractor and arranged in a 20 x 20 matrix. In
50% of presented displays, one of the distractors was
replaced by a target, which was a capital letter F. Sub-
ject’s task was to detect the target as quick and reliable
as possible. Refresh rate of CRT and luminance of TFT
were varied in this series of experiments. Further de-
tails can be found in Menozzi (2001). In some of the ex-
periments, we used a so called d”-Test to measure the
degree of attention before and after each search task
(Brickenkamp 1994).

In a different type of experiment, we compared visual
performance at CRT and TFT by means of an experi-
ment in which eye movements were recorded using an
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optical method (Menozzi 1991) while reading a text pre-
sented on the display.

2.1 Results

Figure 1 shows the result of the of one of the search
tasks conducted using a CRT with varying refresh rates
and a LCD. In each condition, optical properties of tar-
gets and distractors were kept constant. As can be
seen from figure 1, the number of errors in the search
task increases with increasing refresh rate.

Results of the second search task experiment are plot-
ted in figure 2. Numbers of errors in the search task in-
creases when refresh rate of the display is raised from
75 Hz to 90 Hz. A decrease of number of errors is found
when refresh rate is raised to 120 Hz.

There is significant difference (p<0.05, paired t-test,
Bonferroni corrected) between the mean number of er-
rors in the LCD task and the mean number of errors in
the task, were the CRT was used at 75Hz was found.

A third search task was conducted, in which 15 subjects
carried out the same search task once at the CRT dis-
play set at 120 Hz and a second time (randomly admin-
istered) at the LCD. After completing each search task,
subjects were asked to take the d” test for testing at-
tention. Again, a significant lower error rate was found
at the CRT display when compared to the TFT display.
Surprisingly, change in performance in the d” test was
inversely to the change in performance in the search
task.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the reading task,
performed using the same displays as used in the
search tasks 1 and 2. Refresh rate of the CRT was set
to 75 Hz. In Box – Plot representation of figure 3, the to-
tal number of words read during five sessions of 12 s
each is plotted for the two displays used in the reading
task.

There is a tendency (p=0.082, F=4.70, dF=1, ANOVA,
repeated measures) that found difference in saccades
per word significant.

Figure 1: Number of errors in search task 1 as function
of refresh rate and display technology.

Figure 2: Relative median of number of errors in search
task 2 as function of refresh rate of a CRT monitor.
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Figure 4: Number of saccades per word (German text)
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3 Discussion

As shown roughly in the results, LCD apparently leads
to a lower performance than a CRT set at conditions ei-
ther usually found in office work (75Hz) or set in a con-
dition, at which flicker is rarely perceived (120 Hz). It is
an easy task to relate the performance, which we mea-
sured, to productivity at work. Following such a proce-
dure we must draw the conclusion that the LCD display,
which is said to constitute an improvement in human
factors at workplace, will lead to a reduction in produc-
tivity.

Should the refresh rate therefore be set at a low value
in order to facilitate work at visual display units? Should
flicker be added to LCD monitors? Probably not. The
only advantage of such an intervention would be an in-
crease of productivity in users of visual display units,
however, at costs of increasing the strain at work. Any-
way, we may think to use a flickering screen for a re-
stricted period of time, e. g. to increase willingness or
attention during critical situations, such as e. g. appears
frequently at air traffic control.

It seems, after all, that a monetary benefit can be ex-
pected if display work is carried out using a CRT display.
This is probably true if we neglect the effects of display
work after end of the work. Loss of attention found in
the d” test indicates a load, which was not found during
the tasks using the monitors. We may speculate that ef-

fects of such a load will either disappear after work in a
recovery time or the effects will only be found during a
prolonged time of work.
Consideration of above mentioned effect in designing
workplaces or in organization of work is actually not
completely regulated in many cases. If human factors is
focused on a monetary productivity during time work
alone, such factors will probably not be considered. 
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1 Problem

Mouse work causes pain problems.  Higher exposure
increases the risk.  Static muscular tension is an accept-
ed cause of RSI, Repetitive Strain Injury. Numerous al-
ternative input devices have been developed and intro-
duced on the market.  The problems remain.

Th needs for extreme pronation and ulnar deviation of
the hand, common in regular mouse work, have been
addressed in some devices thus been reduced. Still
though, there does not seem to be any solution adapted
to the natural modus operandi of the human body and
mind.

2 Analysis

High precision work is normally performed with your fin-
gertips, with the hand, forearm or elbow resting on a
surface, for support and under continuous visual con-
trol. This is also true for writing or drawing with a pen.

Movements used for operating a pen are controlled by
the mid part of the motor cortex, allocated for fine mo-
tor control of the hand and fingers.  This work utilizes
nerve signal patterns developed at an early age and re-
fined under a long time. Pen work requires no static ten-
sion or continuous activity in biceps, triceps or shoulder
muscles.

Mouse work today however, normally is fine-motor
work, performed by large-motor muscles. 

The grip around the mouse does not resemble the pinch
or tweezers grip and does not allow reach with the
same range as a pen tip does.  Thus it becomes inevita-
ble to move the entire hand to control the mouse and
the cursor.  This is done by muscles around the shoul-
der joint and by biceps and triceps,  muscles that nor-
mally never are involved in high precision tasks and
which are not designed for static tension.

This leads to a “terror balance” between these muscle
groups, with static tension in muscles designed for
completely different tasks, like lifting, digging and climb-
ing.

3 Method 

Adapting the computer mouse to use by the same
nerve signal patterns as those used for handwriting,
means optimising the biomechanical properties as well
as the tactile and proprioceptive feedback from each
movement induced.  

By optimising the feedback a significantly better control
can be achieved. 
This allows higher acceleration of the cursor and thus
the surface needed for the mouse pad could be re-
duced. This calls for a whole new approach.

4 Solution

Specifications should include: 
• pen grip, comfortable size, high friction grip, 
• universal joint between pen shaft and surface, 
• left click = pressing pen down, 
• right click in most comfortable alternative position

for the tip of the index finger, 
• scroll wheel placed for reach by index finger, 
• high-resolution decoding, 
• minimal time lag,
• minimal friction against desktop /mouse pad, 
• pen shaft kept in position for immediate activation, 
• mouse easy to locate by indirect vision etc.

5 Validation

Muscular activity was monitored with EMG over M. Tra-
pezius and over forearm extensors 25 subjects 9 female
and 16 male ranging in an age from 15 to 55 were asked
to perform a standardized task on a laptop computer us-
ing a standard mouse and using the new concept
mouse.
Well aware of the uncertainties in measuring from spe-
cific narrow muscles, attempts were made to localise
these.  This was done in order to monitor if decreases
in some muscles tension levels were “paid for” by in-
crease in others.  
Subjects were asked to perform a standardized task, in
“Dot Clicker”, an application demanding clicking on ran-
domly presented dots.

Mean EMG signal levels on different muscls groups
by using concept mouse relative mean EMG signal leves

by using a standard mouse.
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6 Results

Muscular activity was significantly lower in all moni-
tored muscle groups, except for in the forearm flexors,
while using the new mouse.  Both in shoulder muscles
and in forearm extensors baseline levels differed signif-
icantly.

7 Conclusion

By adapting the computer mouse, to be controlled by
finger movements solely, tension in shoulder muscles
and forearm extensors can be reduced.
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ABSTRACT

Virtual and augmented reality plays an increasing role for new medical technologies. For most types of appli-
cation, a manual navigation control is required. A laboratory experiment checking nine different principles of
3D movement control (requiring 4-6 degrees of freedom) during a simulated navigation task was carried out.
The most compatible device option (6 DOF Spaceball) does not necessarily provide best results. An additional
foot pedal control for movement velocity strongly improves performance and subjective rating for all tested
configurations. Conventional computer mice should not be applied for 3D-navigation.

 

1 Introduction

 

The application of virtual and augmented reality plays an
important role for future advances in medical technolo-
gies, e.g. for robotics in minimal invasive surgery (MIS).
For most types of application, a manual navigation con-
trol - in real time or simulation - is required (Carozza et
al, 1997; Wang et al, 1997). Thus, adequate input device
configurations have to be selected with regard to per-
formance criteria.
In two-dimensional workspaces, two degrees of free-
dom (DOF) for movement control and, eventually an
additional one for direction control can cover all possible
navigation requirements. Considering a 3D-workspace,
three translatory and three rotatory DOF need to be
controlled. In fact, this complicates navigation control in
a way that tracking performance decreases due to the
larger number of joint movements to be controlled sep-
arately, but simultaneously. Consequently, less options
remain to design such types of controls, in which one
DOF is controlled by multiple joint movements to make
use of stabilization potentials (MacKenzie, 1995, Bur-
dea, 1996).
Attempting to create a kind of ecological input interface,
augmented reality (AR-) systems generally lack of con-
sistency for any movements exceeding the workspace
dimensions, as they occur for navigation tasks: transla-
tory movement control needs to be performed by ve-
locity or acceleration control (instead of position control
as like as in real environment).
Concerning performance criteria, medical applications
require a high reliability of control due to the risk for pa-
tient's health status if motion tolerances were exceed-
ed. At the same time, many real-time actions have to
be performed within defined time limits. On a second-
ary level of relevancy, time consuming handling should
be avoided due to the large amount of resources allo-
cated for medical operations. Thus, input device config-
uration needs careful selection

 

2 Method

 

A laboratory experiment was performed to evaluate dif-
ferent configurations of 3D movement control during a
simulated navigation task.

The following principles of input device configuration
were considered:

• Full 6 DOF movement control (spaceball),
• Using 2 DOF input devices (mouse, joystick) with

switching option for active DOF's,
• Bimanual control using two input devices simulta-

neously, and
• application of one additional DOF by (bi-directional)

foot control
• combined position and velocity control for different

DOF's

 

Table 1: Configurations of input devices tested.

 

The navigation task consisted of  an irregular channel
which had to be passed as fast as possible without sur-
face collision (as like as an artery to be used by a mi-

 

1 computer mouse (2 DOF), selection of active DOF by 
button

2 single joystick (2 DOF), selection of active DOF by but-
ton

3 dual joystick (2+2 DOF)

4 single joystick and with rotated foot pedal (2+1 DOF), 
selection of active DOF by button

5 single joystick and with rotated foot pedal (2+1 DOF), 
selection of active DOF by button

6 SpaceBall (6 DOF), with priority filter that allows only 
one DOF being controlled at time

7 SpaceBall (6 DOF), all DOF's controlled simultaneously

8 SpaceBall (6 DOF) and foot pedal (1 DOF) for additional 
velocity control

9 Free movable position sensor (3 DOF)and foot pedal (1 
DOF) for velocity control
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crorobot). Further tool handling, as it is required for real
operations, was not considered in this study.

Visual control was realized by a 19" stereoscopic display
(using circular polarization glasses) with a resolution of
1280 x 1024 pixel. High speed graphic computation per-
formed minimum 15 frames/sec for the test scenario.
Tests were carried out with 12 subjects, each checked
for binocular perception capability with the equipment
used (Pichler et al, 1997). Order of input device config-
uration was randomized (no permutation possible due
to the number of subjects and variants).
For evaluation, cycle duration, total movement length
and number and duration of collisions were computed
as objective measures. Additionally subjects were
asked to rate performance, physical strain, and handling
quality.

2 Results

Figure 3: Average cycle duration index1 (input device
enumeration according to table 1).

Total cycle duration (fig. 3) and number of collisions (fig.
4) vary for different input devices by almost a factor 3.
Both measures show best results for the single joystick
with additional foot pedal option (4, 5). This is also true
for collision duration (fig. 5). Only the computer mouse
option (1) allows the very slowest movement, but with
average collision sensitivity. 6 DOF Spaceball options
(6, 7, 8) provide average tracking speed, but collision
sensitivity is above average. The application of a priority
filter (allowing only one active DOF at time) reduces col-
lisions at the expense of movement speed. Anyway, an
additional velocity control by foot pedal improves track-
ing speed and collision sensitivity significantly. Bimanu-

Figure 1: Tunnel view (with textured surfaces).

Figure 2: Tunnel pathway from different external per-
spectives.

1.  In figures 3 to 6, index values were computed 
to an average value of 0.11.

Figure 4: Number of collision index (input device enu-
meration according to table 1).
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al joystick (3) operation allows higher performance than
a single joystick (2) for both criteria.
Total movement length (fig. 6) is maximum for the sin-
gle joystick option, and minimum for the bimanual joy-
stick operation. Other device configurations do not dif-
fer significantly. 

Handling quality rates and physical strain estimation
correspond almost to cycle duration measures -best
rates for the joystick and Spaceball options, both with
foot pedal (4, 5, 8), and worst rate for the computer
mouse (1). Only the position sensor option (9) was rat-
ed significantly better than performance measures indi-
cated.

Subjective performance estimation varies strongly be-
tween individuals, but correlates significantly to colli-
sion duration measures.

3 Discussion / Conclusion

The most compatible device option (6 DOF Spaceball)
does not necessarily provide best results. Input devices
with reduced DOF provide similar or even slightly bet-
ter performance, if DOF's were switched between
translatory and rotatory movement (except the comput-
er mouse option).

An additional foot pedal control for movement velocity
strongly improves performance and subjective rating
for all tested configurations. In this case, high DOF
manual devices may not support handling quality better
than low DOF ones.

Anyway, conventional computer mice should not be
applied for 3D-navigation.
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ABSTRACT

Visually based point-and-click user interfaces have become very common. This increases the need to under-
stand the mechanics in learning and using pointing devices in order to design appropriate human-computer
interaction and thereby to help alleviate musculosketetal symptoms. The paper reports a study of preference,
strategies and learning in using keyboard and mouse in a tracking task under time pressure. The keyboard
was preferred by 11 out of 12 subjects due primarily to comfort, frustration, and visual strain. One of the
most distinguishing features in favour of the keyboard was the opportunity to develop a working strategy fa-
cilitating learning. 

1 Introduction 

With the graphical user interface paradigm the mouse
has become as common as the computer. With the In-
ternet the mouse is likely to become even more inevita-
ble due to the visual nature of the World Wide Web.
These interfaces imply strong demands to the visuo-
motor coordination and it is difficult to develop skills
based on automated cognitive processing. With exten-
sive computer usage there are ensuing potential health
risks (Punnett and Bergqvist, 1997), for example repeti-
tive strain injury. Thus we need to understand the me-
chanics underlying learning and using pointing devices
in order to design appropriate human-computer interac-
tion supporting skilled use, thereby alleviating muscu-
loskeletal symptoms.
In the field of HCI, a number of comparative studies of
input devices exist, see (Milner, 1988) for an overview,
but they focus primarily on task time, errors, and a few
also on satisfaction. The motor aspect of pointing and
dragging has also been studied, e.g. by Gillan et al.
(1990), using Fitts' law (Fitts, 1954). To the best of our
knowledge no studies of preference, strategies and
learning in mouse versus keyboard exist.

2 Study Design and Method

The study was part of a larger study of mental and phys-
ical workload using keyboard and mouse (Garde et al.,
2001; Jensen et al., 2001; and Jorgensen et al. 2001).
Twelve female subjects worked in a within-subjects de-
sign with a tracking task for two 1-hour periods (with ap-
propriate breaks) - one hour with the keyboard in the
morning and one hour in the afternoon with the mouse
or vice versa (randomized). The Stroop task was used,
where subjects were presented with a visual stimulus
with two conflicting aspects: A word designating a co-
lour (e.g. red) appearing in another colour (e.g. blue).
The subjects were to report the word, not the colour.

Four colours were used in randomised order. The posi-
tion of the stimuli on the screen was randomized. Each
stimulus was presented for 0.6 to 2.0 s. (mean 1.3 s.).
The subjects were presented with about 1800 stimuli in
each 1-hour session. The Stroop task was chosen be-
cause the load remains fairly constant in these short pe-
riods as the task is very difficult to learn.

With the keyboard the subjects depressed one of four
adjacent keys   J    K    L    Æ   associated to the four colours.
With the mouse the subjects responded by clicking on
one of the four buttons, see Figure 1. The subjects were
instructed to respond as quickly and correctly as possi-
ble. Errors were indicated to the subjects by a beep but
the system proceeded with the next stimulus; an error
could be failure to respond within the time limit or se-
lecting a wrong colour.

At the end of the day the subjects were interviewed for
10-15 minutes, covering preference, strategies, and
learning. The interviews were recorded with the con-
sent of the subjects and later transcribed.

3 Results and Discussion 

We first present performance data  in Table 1 below in
order to illustrate the background for the subjects' com-
ments. It appears that

Figure 1: The stimulus word and the four buttons
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• keyboard performance was significantly
faster than mouse performance (Wilcoxon)

• there were significantly more correct answers with
the keyboard than with the mouse (Wilcoxon) 

• there were significantly more incorrect answers
with the keyboard than with the mouse (Wilcoxon). 

The reason for this apparent contradiction is that the
subjects responded to more stimuli with the keyboard,
but there were also far more erroneous answers; and
the subjects responded to far less stimuli with the
mouse, but there were far more correct answers. There
was a significant preference for the keyboard: 11 of the
12 subjects (binomial test, p=0.006).

Let us recap the tasks the subjects faced. They had to
• hope with the task visually and cognitively
• establish a learning strategy, including developing a

visuo-motor control scheme and learning the posi-
tions of the four buttons (mouse) and four keys
(keyboard)

• cope with the considerable time pressure 
• cope emotionally with the difficult task.
• A few telling quotes illustrate the multifacetted

nature of the task:
• 'I expected the mouse would be easiest, the key-

board was in fact easier'
• 'I was desperately chasing that target with the

mouse!'
• 'Even though you’re sure you have hit the right but-

ton with the mouse, it beeps!'
• 'Possible to develop a workable learning strategy

with the keyboard'
• 'With the keyboard is was like the fingers did the

work'

3.1 Learning

One of the most distinguishing features of the keyboard
was the opportunity to develop a working strategy that
facilitated learning – not only manifesting as increased
speed or accuracy, but also as less mental and physical
strain. As an example, many subjects initially only tried
to react to every other stimulus or only react to to the
red and yellow stimuli, later including the blue and
green; the latter strategy made little sense with the
mouse. Most subjects found that learning did take place
with the keyboard, making it easier, more comfortable
or more satisfactory, while many found that the difficul-
ty even increased with the mouse. 
Initially the keyboard was experienced as most difficult
as the subjects had to learn the relative positions of the
four colours and to manage to press the right key. This
problem hardly exists with the mouse as the subjects

can rely on a 'label-following' strategy. Thus, as time
went on, the subjects learned the four keys, while the
basic taks with the mouse remained the same through-
out: chase the buttons with the mouse.

3.2 Strain and Discomfort

Five of the subjects used (dis)comfort as the main ratio-
nale for their preference. The principal rationales were
mostly in favour of the keyboard – just one in favour of
the mouse. However, with the rather fixed position of
the right hand in the keyboard condition, the strain in the
hand was outspoken. One subject put it like this: 'With
keyboard strong strain in the hand, with mouse strain
everywhere!' However, several of the subjects prefer-
ring the keyboard admitted that they avoided static
work postures with the mouse. In general, the subjects
found it easier to relax with the keyboard. One subject
experienced considerable itching in the eyes after the
mouse session in the morning. However, after the key-
board session in the afternoon no eye problems were
experienced.

3.3 Visual Strategy

The task is highly visually oriented. A key focus was not
surprisingly handling the two conflicting stimuli. Indeed,
subjects either applied a strategy of squinting in order to
avoid to read the stimulus word or to focus on the top
or bottom of the screen and rely solely on identifying
the colour using peripheral vision. This strategy worked
generally well with the keyboard as little visual percep-
tion was involved beyond the perception of the stimu-
lus. Thus, one subject was able to operate in the key-
board condition with almost closed eyes. In the mouse
condition the subjects had to find the target (the four
buttons under the stimulus word) and position the cur-
sor on the right button. This could easily result in read-
ing the colour words on the buttons - leading to distrac-
tion (if the subjects learned the four buttons spatially) or
to reinforcement (if the subjects relied on verbal coding
of the colour). Indeed, several of the subjects described
how they stated the colour to themselves internally in
order to keep focus on the colour, not the word, and
thereby facilitate the transformation from the visual
code to verbal code.

3.4 Visuo-motor coordination and motor 

control

This is closely related to the visual strategy, as a work-
able motor strategy can alleviate unnecessary visual
and motor strain. Indeed, many of the subjects em-
ployed a 'badminton' strategy in the mouse condition,
where they positioned the cursor near the middle of the
screen while preparing for their next answer in order to
minimize the movement – like badminton players in sin-
gle use the middle of the court as 'home base'. One as-
pect particularly frustrating was the feeling of closure
with the mouse: to hit the right button - and neverthe-
less hearing a beep because the hit was slightly impre-
cise or the button disappeared in the very moment the

Table 1: Performance on tracking task: mouse vs key-
board

Mouse Keyboard p-value

Response time 1.1 ± 0.08 s 0.69 ± 0.06 s 0.003

Correct answers 54 ± 12 % 82 ± 9 % 0.003

Wrong answers 2.2 ± 1.6 % 7.5 ± 3.0 % 0.003
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button was clicked: 'Even when you are sure you have
hit the right button with the mouse, it beeps!'

4 Conclusions

In this tracking task performed under time pressure, 11
out of 12 subjects preferred  the keyboard over the
mouse although it involved a substantial amount of
learning. The reasons were primarily comfort, frustra-
tion, and visual strain. One of the most distinguishing
features in favour of the keyboard was the opportunity
to develop a working strategy facilitating learning.
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ABSTRACT

3D-displays are generally based on stereoscopic images. Beside stereopsis, movement parallax can be con-
sidered as an important depth cue. Movement parallax is achieved by a continuous head tracking system.
The continuous, observer-dependent perspective change, as base for the movement parallax, occurs at
frame rates of 4 Hz. But only frame rates at about 10 to 12 Hz give rise to a perceptually smooth and continu-
ous movement. Apart frame rate, time delay (latency) between observer movement and screen layout, plays
an important role for performance. This investigation concerns the question, how different frame rates and la-
tencies affect task efficiency in a spatial explorative search task with movement parallax as depth cue. Do
higher frame rates go along with better performance? 
Subjects had to fulfil an explorative search task with a 3D head-tracked display-system with movement paral-
lax being the main depth cue. Frame rates (between 4 and 60 Hz) and latencies (between 16 to 250 millisec-
onds) were systematically varied. Reaction time served as performance measure. Frame rates of 10 Hz gave
rise to best performance in this three dimensional explorative search task. Higher frame rates did not im-
prove performance, provided that latencies being about 100 ms or less.
Key-words: Spatial perception, movement parallax, frame rate, time delay, head tracking

 

1 Introduction

 

3D-displays, used in architecture, for telemanipulation
tasks, in chemistry or in medicine, are generally based
on stereoscopic images. Beside stereopsis movement
parallax can be considered as an important depth cue,
offering spatial information to observers. Technically,
movement parallax can be achieved by a continuous
head-tracked display system (Geiser 1994). 

The continuous, observer-dependent perspective
change, as base for the movement parallax, occurs at
frame rates of 4 Hz. But only frame rates of about 10 to
12 Hz give rise to a perceptually smooth and continuous
movement (Wlodka 1995; Barfield, Hendrix et al. 1995).
Apart frame rate, time delay (latency) between observer
movement and corresponding screen layout plays an
important role for performance (Wlodka 1995).

This investigation concerns the question, how different
frame rates and latencies affect task efficiency in a spa-
tial explorative search task with movement parallax as
depth cue. The assumption is that optimal spatial per-
ception goes along with high frame rates. But is this
even then the case if latencies are on an optimal levels? 

 

2 Methods

 

31 subjects, aged 22 to 42 years, all with normal acuity
for far and near, had to fulfil an explorative search task
with a 3D head-tracked-display-system with movement
parallax being the main depth cue. Frame rates (4 Hz,
5.1 Hz, 10 Hz; 52.5 Hz) and latencies (19 ms, 97 ms, 198
ms, 252 ms) of the display system varied systematical-
ly. Correctness of answer and time to perform task
served as performance measures. 

12 frames, each consisting out of three red tracks,
served as stimuli (Fig. 1). Each track had 10 corners se-
lected randomly out of 1000 points in a 3-dimensional
cube of 1 dm3. The distance between each coordinate
was 1 cm.
Only one of the three tracks connected a starting point
with one of the three end points, marked as L (left), M
(middle) or R (right). Difficulty of each frame was evalu-
ated in advance. Only simple frames with a percentage
of correct answers of 80% and more were finally used.

Subjects had to indicate their choice by pressing the
corresponding left, middle or right mouse-button. They
were instructed to perform the task as fast and accurate
as possible.
Each subjects performed 9 blocks, each containing 12
frames, in total 108 frames. 24 frames, others than in
the real experiment, were presented for exercise. The
whole experiment lasted for about one hour.

 

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of a line frame with one
starting point and three possible end points (L, M or R).
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The frames were presented on a 19" display with a pixel
size of 0.78 mm x 0.56 mm (horizontal x vertical). The
width of the red line was one pixel; its luminance was
set to 5.7 cd/m2. The grey background had a luminance
of 11.9 cd/m2. The experiment took place in a dimly illu-
minated room. Stimuli were presented at viewing dis-
tance between 0.7 m and 0.8 m. Fig. 2 is giving a sche-
matic overview of the display system.

3 Results

Results show a mean percentage of correct answers of
94.3%, with no significant differences between the dif-
ferent frame rates and latencies (Friedman test statis-
tics=4.388; FG=8; p=0.821).
Time to perform task varied in dependence of latency
and frame-rate Fig. 3. 

In the 19 ms latency-condition, subjects needed less
time to perform task with frame rates of 10 Hz and high-
er compared to lower frame rates (t=-1.887; FG=313;
p=0.060). Frame rates of 52.5 Hz compared to 10 Hz
didn’t improve performance. 
In the 5.1 Hz frame rate condition, latencies of 198 ms
or higher led to significantly increased time-consump-
tion compared to latencies of 97 ms (t=-1.887; FG=313;
p=0.060). With a frame rate of 10 Hz there was no per-
formance difference between latencies of 97 ms and
19 ms.

4 Discussion

Frame rates of 10 Hz give rise to best performance in a
three dimensional explorative search task. Higher frame
rates didn’t improve performance, provided that laten-
cies being about 100 ms or less. Other authors found
slightly better performance with frame rates of 15 Hz or
30 Hz compared to 10 Hz (Arthur, Booth et al. 1993). But
in their investigation shortest latencies were set to 150
ms. 
It has to be mentioned that only few subjects remar-
qued the systematic changes of frame rates and laten-
cies by asking them.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the head-cou-
pled display system

Figure 3: Reaction times in dependence of frame rate
and latency.
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